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PREFACE

The problem that motivated this thesis was the 
' Iihgering impression that•" the traditionai Chrlstian doc- .' ; i 
trine of man was more influenced by Greek thought than by 
biblical thought. As a student of theology and as. a work- 

': ing\ pastdr T have come across distihotly.ndn-hiblical';/: 
v thought both in theological works and/.in the-, mind of the 
average parishioner concerning the nature and destiny of 

; man-, ■̂ Of'ootihse, this should vnot; be surprising' because it 
.; has ibng been known'that Greek thought made a large impact 
upon and contribution to' .Christian theology^ The purpose 

■■• of ■ this thesis: is uimply :to investigate the nature and:' . 
character of: the. thought./concerning man and his destiny 
which is .found in ihe, three Greek philosophers that most '

■ ■heavily; 'inf landed:"Christiah':̂ theology ■ 'and. to compare? these... 
conceptions with the ideas found in the Bible. The three 
philosophers are Platop Aristotleand Plotinus* In this 
iniestlgation;:thedifferences will be stressed. V ; V- ■!:■/ 

The/ texts and translations' which have been used 
are as followsThe Holy Bible> Revised Standard Version, • 
Hew ' Yorki Thomas .3̂  The . Dialogue s of
. Plato, translated by Benjamin Jowett, New York: ■Random 
House, I9b7>- The Works of Aristotle Translated into



SngMslti'' uncler the editorship of: W. D# Roshg Oxf ord: at d=- ; 
the Clarendon Press, 1910-19301 and $he Enneads of 
Plotinus, translated by Stephen Mac Kenna, Boston; Charles 
T. Branford and Cov> n.d, •. o

This >thesis is the result of the impact of two •.: 
academic . institutions upon my mind-, ■ The biblical sec-, d; 
tion is obviously the result of my teaching in theologi
cal seminary, and the chapters on Plato, Aristotle., and. 
Plotinus are the result of teaching here at the ’University: 
of Arlsona^ l -am indebted to.iboth*,' ’ - ‘ . ■ V

1 wish to'- thank Dr«- Robert Bretall for all of his 
help and Miss. Doris Byrd who not only typed the final 
manuscript but aided me greatly in matters of grammar.
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% : :. . BIBLlGMi ¥ OT OF M M  "

Hetea.iĉ  psychology seems near and, familiar to us 
beoiause a great many of the terms that are used in the 
Bible are also a part of our vocabulary, such as spirit 
'■ahd' heart;o - Hbwever^ .frequently these terns mean something : 
; quite ..apart in their context from what they mean to us. ... ..
fhe method of treatment in this.chapter will be that of V . 
tracing the meaning of the terms in both the Old Testa
ment and the Hew Testamentf -
=' First of. all>; T. think, it is quite Important to -/
■ estdbilsJq fhut ’t.he biblical. th.otLght is not analytic but 
synthetic, The biblical language is concrete and not
abstract, The Hebrew word for truth is not used in ab-
■  ̂ k n .v: s ̂   ̂ t ' . u . . t.. -: ''
straction like the Greek word <fiAW 0@£,(£L » It is used
concernihg the;credibility, fidelity, and.faithfulness of

; : peopleor, dod,.v Th©. W  ntruth" is:. , ;
Simply;' a construction of a participle of the verb that
means "to confirm or support." The Hebrew would not ask;
"What is truth? " He ' would say "God is" true" by which he
■wodld- mean "God: ds'Taithfulv" r. ln- the words':of .the .great":.
.biblical, scholar H« Wheeler Robinson; , "The - conception was
Gonorete and religious, not metaphysical and abstract," "It
is important to get rid of the Greek ideas abouf the soul
which are so often read into the. quite different Hebrew



conoeptd.on» ' Sh© Hebrew conceived man as an animated 
' body add, mot' as am ' ibcarmate , sdul. ' ' i : ,c ■

The place to start Is with the second creation ,
: yiggrth:'In.:GenesIb « . .The: sevehth.:Verse of the second' ‘chapter 1 
reads: "then the Lord God formed man of- the dust from
the ground,, and breathed Into his nostrils the breath,of 
life; and man.became a living' being" (RSV) . The word 
"ground" in Hebrew is the feminine form of the masculine; , 
noun "man". ' Ground is 'adamah^ and man is 8 ad am. Of ; 
course.; - this is where the English word "Adam" originates. . 
Man is thus closely allied to the,ground; and by his very 
name "he Seemed', to be- connected with the 'ground*." 2: ;i' : '

, The 'phrase "the- breath .of life" simply means that 
this molded piece of. ground had received the necessary . 
condition of life. This was common to all animals, and 
the Hebrew from his view of man knew that breath and '
blood were the two requisites of life. However, the word 
"breathed" is used as a special term to indicate that man 
was somehow uniquely connected with the .Creator in a mah^rj 
ner in which the other animals were not
; I The clause, "and man became a living being", is of

in the Old- Testament (Oxford; at the Clarendon; Press]''' lpF5)
m m g r r - '  \ : . :
lul: :v ' ■■ ■ 'i'"%)river, S»• . The booh of Genesis,.."Westminster,.,
Commentaries" (Hew,Tork; Edwin 3. Gorham, 1905), p. 37« ,
' : : .bni-l.B- uav : ; y .



CQmiaeWble interest to our investigation» The Revised 
Standard Version happily translates the Hebrew word 
nephesh.as "being11 Instead of "soul". The word nepho'sh . ?; 
means the: principle of life and sensibility in any type ;
. of a n i m a l • Man has bee ome a " living ■: being " by the .. 
breath of'tGod.-/'' The' iiftpo.ftant.’ point here is that man was 
not; given a soul which would reside in his body . "Nephesh1; ■ 
is not a spiritual entity which enters the body at birth 
ahd leaves it as such at ■deathj it is simply the principle ;■ 
of life which makes the body effective> and the body is 
the real basis "Of personality. ■
.., ’ ' This; says something about the usual view of the. ,:'
immortality of the soul which people often consider the 
. Bible tb:;bo auppbrtlng. .' Man in view of the passage Just-, 
studied clearly becomes man by the grace of God and has 
. ho ̂ Mcistence independent' of God. Immortality is 'usually 
held to mean the indestructibility of the soul. This is 
; hot'the position of jthis''passage'.; -For the Hebrew the 
obvious difference- between the living and the- dead was 
' either the presence or absence of breath. 'To the' Hebrew / 
the soul is not an esoteric/and mystical abstractions it

:̂ b i d ..,:'p,'12. .
^Robinson, Inspiration and Revelation in the Old 

Testament> p. 70. hi .I ' -- .V i. /V v.



is; and the "breath which is the principle of life, 
naturally comes to be regarded as the centre of the con-' 
sciohsness of life, and of :all its physical or psychical. 
phenomena. Therefore, a falsely '’spiritual" tone has 
..been: translated, asiv'sdul".:: ■

It is important to•point out that the Hehrews had 
no word for- "body". They did not need one, for there was 
no distinction made between body and soul such as we are 
apt to make. The word nephesh simply meant man. Terms 
originate through definitibn and antithesis, and there
fore, they;needed no term for what we call the "body".’
;: .' v-vf:■ The:'Hebrew "did; not: see the center of consciousness 
in the brain, for he probably called the brain "the marrow 
,0f rihe 'head:'. ::'Being unaware'of the nervous system and
• its function, he did not appreciate the controlling func
tion of the brain through the nervous system. The Hebrew 
put the physical.organs of the body into three classes: 
the oentrali the peripheral,: and the general. The four 
central organs were the heart, liver, the kidneys, and the
• bowels. They all had psychical functions. •The heart, leb,

,: ^Robinson, H. Wheeler, Religious Ideas of the Old
Testament (bon . . : ' : :

hTowen, D. R. G-., Body and Soul (Philadelphia: The 
Westminster Press, 1956), p. 175. '

'̂ Robinson, Inspiration and Revelation in the Old 
Testament, pp. 69f. ■



# 1,8 the most iMpoptmit of these 'four organs heart:,.
- was prohably considered of more importance because of its 
central position in the body and because of its connec-: 
tion with blood ̂  • Blood was thought of as the vitality of 
life, for when the bloOd flowed from a man, his-life left 
yhim. ̂  therefore*. blood came to be identified; with life,:, 
and this is the reason for the importance of blood in the .

There is- no clear distinction between nephesh and 
let.in the Old Testament; however, leb seems to be one of 
the attributes of functions of nephesh. Sometimes they 
seem to have - a parallel usage.. An example of this is ;in' 
hbUtefondmy 6 %$ • "Thou,' shalt,iove,the-lord thy God with (
all thy leb and ifith all thy nephesh, and with all thy 
: might" i Howeyer>; vas,a ̂ result of the syncretism of. these 
two ideas leb came to denote the intellectual aspect 
and., nephesh the emotional..aspect of consciousness*11 It 
should be' emphasized that the usage was not clear cut. . ' '
.and definite„

. : ; ?Roblnson> H« Vlheeler, The Christian Doctrine of
Man . (Bdlnburgh.̂  IT* .nnd /T, Clark, 1925), pp .-~22f * . '

• ^0Bedersen, Johs*, Israel: Its life and Culture
(Copenhagen: Bovl Brannef, 1946), Vol» I, p, 104.

.̂ ^Robinson, Religious Ideas of the Old Testament, 
PV Si. ' ; ^



• The next. word, that was. of critical importance to 
the■ Hehrew was ruach. :It meant hreathj, winaor spirit^2 
The original meanings like that of pneima, was wind» :
From'that usage it passed-over to denote the mysterious' ' 
wind-like influence ŝ  the demonic, forces which were 
supposed to'account for what" is"abnormal and strange in 

, human affairs- Theidea of the abnormal gradually.changes ' - 
until after, the Exile it means phenomena that are more 
normal 1. - however, ,it always retains its more. original

"It" stands for those more ekeoptional and -unusual 
.endowments of human ra.ture which suggest God as - - 
their immediate source# the more normal nephesh ■ 
being taken "for granted«, It links man to God., as .

, though it were a door continually open to his . , ; 
approach. ' ' . ;

. , , "Through his own ruach, that is/ through his con-
t scious' life viewed in its higher possibilities, he ""

- . /" - was - in ; touch with - the ruach. of God, the sourc e of 
manVs- igfeatest:. aehieye^ntsf •

most impressiye things to a nomad on the desert 
■ were the' winds! They were unseens and yet the most power"• 
ful things in his life. Through'their effect upon the 

, sand theyeven changed the shape of the ground. It is

n 12Brown<, P., Driver, S. R., and Briggs, 0 . A., &
Hebrew'and English helicon of the Old Testament (Oxford: 
at the dlarendon. Press, 1952), p.. 92h.; ; , "■

i^Robinson,''Religious Ideas of the'Old Testament,
p  i 0 2  i : " y':"; - ''9- ' t n !  r ■■'- l-'t. in.. ;v ;v" n'



easy to see how this ruach could be used for the unseen 
and: yet/terrlfole 'powey. of God.' In its earlier usage" it - 
does not refer to the breath of man but to his exceptional 
displays of superhuman power, Ihe luaoh of Yahweh was 
upon Bamson when he.' tore the lion asunder (Judges 14:6)'. 
After the Ixile It comes to be a part Of the normal con
stitution of man, and it then means what amounts to a 
higher synonym of nephesh.

This means that there, is no trichotomy in the Old 
Testament of body, soul, and spirit. The parallel usage;; 
of these terms rules out the analytical interpretation of 
these terms which has been frequently advanced. ■ The 
nephesh is the totality of man, and the leb appears to be 
quite.often the operating force within the man. The ruach 
is the motive power of the man. ' The important thing is 
that man is a unity and not a duality., To the Hebrew the 
thing that distinguishes man from animals is his relation
ship with God. . . V.::;. ■ - % ;:6-

The imago Del concept has played a great part in 
fOhrlstiah .thinking, about man, but it- can safely be. said ;; 
that it was not as important an idea in the Bible as it 
:.wai; to theologians . ; The word .t'selem, which is translated

^Pedersen, op. cit., p. 104.



: . ' : : : ; . : ; -  8 
"image”, literally means "something cut out" and denotes •
. i!form". .Mhether it meant that- the Hebrews considered
God to have a form after which man was patterned^ or
whether it referred to some spiritual semblance is a mat-
: ter of some debate. The 'actual dispute is ,not' important
to;the: question at hand>. ,The meaning-'of :thO phrase is
'that mdn is clearly marked off from the rest of the ani-
mals, and:thisVis;because of his likeness to God = A great
many people think that this refers to the idea that man
somehow has a part of God in him. This notion ignores
the meaning of the word, which does not refer to essence
"■ " • . ' ' ' - :■':V.' 26 . ■ ' : ’ '■but to semblance« : - \ . -

''' '/ The final VFord.w shall take up is the word
basar which means-'"Tdesh"̂  As ruach^ tselemj and ; leb •.. '■ 
distinguish-man^frem:'animals,;̂ the word basar clearly dis
tinguishes man from God. It refers to man over against 
God as frail or e r r i n g . A n  interesting example of this 
usage is Isaiah 31:32 ."The Egyptians are men# and not 
God5‘and their horses are basar and not puaoh.” This is a 
distich of .Hebrew poetry# and the two clauses are parallel.

'; : i5&#th#'C ■.' Ryder#'■■ The Bible Dpctrlne . of Man ' : '■
(London: The Epworth Press# 1951')> P* 30-:

- -. ^%rown# Ri# Driver# 8. R.# and Briggs# 0. A.# 
op. cit.# -p#- §3%. '
' %bl&l# 'p. 142. -



v :;v ; 9
Basar is equated with ?adham and ruach with 1elohim; there
fore the strength of God is oontrasted with the weakness 
of men. - - '; '
v.'. It hasy: other, meanings such as blood-reiations,; but 
one that is rather important is its use to refer to all 

rmankind . of . '.this 'isy'Gehesis * 12:: - "And God
saw the earth, and behold^ it was corrupt; for all flesh 
had corrupted their way upon the earth" (RSV). In this 
sense it presents mankind as a solidarity^ but in doing 

; this it still: rofers - to man over against God. i -
" Before we go further» it might be a good thing to 

v: summarize the impact of these six words: *adhamj, nephesh,.
: ruach, leb, tselem, and basar. The result of considering 
these words, especially.nephesh,iruach, and leb, leads us 
to -unity Of personality. The manner in which they are 
used often as synonyms indicates that each word stands not 
for a separate part of man but for different aspects of 
the totality of man., 1adham, which has a close relation-

.'ship with the Hebrew,word for ground, shows us man's close 
tie with the earth from which he came and to which he , 
shall.•return.̂  ;' The word tselem gives us a picture of manf s 
lordship over nature through his unique relationship with . 
the Lord. Basar gives d picture of man in his weakness" 
and limitations. Man's lordship over nature and his 

iuniqueness .dô  hot rest in 'his' own autonomous constitution.



This is Important; to realize. Sinoe he depends for life <
■ upon the grace of God, what he is in relationship to the 
rest of the creation and to God is not in his own consti
tution as such, hut comes from the breath of God.
K Man in the Old Testament is not considered in 

isolation, Just as the Hebrews * experience of the desert 
winds shaped their thinking,, so; their life on the desert' / 
travelling from oasis to•oasis, always living near the 
Wapgin.of life .and ̂ extinctions/ ;0aped_ .their thought; of 
man in: society . For them man as. ah individual did not 
,exist. . ;<To: be out ' off from the group meant extinction, ; . r 
that is, to be an individual meant that you Would liter
ally die. Life, if it was to be maintained at all> had 
to be maintained within the clan or group. One means of
execution for crimes was to cut the nomad out of the group,
. . ; V . . . - : - ,o ‘ i : V ■ .
.. "out of the land of the .ilving. "^^. ; / .

Man rightly considered is not an individual in a 
voluntary, association, for man; is.. a■.member of the commun
ity. The relationship between God and man in the Old - 
Te stament ' is: .el the r. be tween.' God . and the community of man ". 
or between God :and a man who represents the community. :
/■ God1 s: dealings- with Abraham are not only with Abraham the ' 
person but also with Abraham insofar as he is to be the'

Irwin, William A., The ■ Old Testament: ̂ Keystone 
of Human Guiture (Hew ydrk:: .Henry: Schuman, 1952), p. 200.



father of the Hebrews« ; ; . .' _f . •
■ . H. Wheeler Robinson eallS'this group solidarity

■ "oorporate pefsorallty'-.  ̂ Ih early Israel the ramlfloa'- -
tlons of this '’corporate personality" In matters of law 
was severe, _ The whole family might -he destroyed for the 
sin of one of the members. In the sevehth chapter of 
; loshua. therS: Is the story of Achan1 S' entire family "being ■ . : ' ' 
stoned to death with him because of his sin- The severity 
was;later..sifigafedA: and the principle- -of."personal respon
sibility for sin emerges« While this is usually attributed 
- to ,Jeremiah and. Ezekiel5 vje find it already in Deuteronomy 
24il6: ."The fathers shall not be put to death for the 
children* nor shall the children be put to death for the 
fa the rs p. every mah shall be put to death for his ovm sin. ” 

Although this personal responsibility for a per
son ’s own sin developed* there still remained the basic 
idea of corporate ̂ consciousness. Even when the eighth 
• century prophets were inveighing against Israel and Judah,1- 
they considered themselves members of the nation. Ezekiel 
and: lerbmiah* v white they -conside:r. the relationship between 
God and man a personal affair* still say that this indi
vidual relationship is always within the corporate commun
ity. Israel1 s:. reiationship with God remained, corporate ;

" ^SRobinsoh* Inspiration and Revelation in the Old 
Testament* p. 70. - '' ■ ,



. . v;; , : ^ ^ ^ , -.:;-:: ;
While a sense of Individual relationship grew;within the —  
nation.20 'v . - ' ...
V / - d%at happens ■ tô ■ the. israeiitev when' he dies? What 

is his ultimate; destiny? Death Is seen as a weak form, of , 
, life *' : Man .beodmes a mere shadow of his former self, ' %
There is a relative weakness on the part of the dead as 
compared'With.the vitality of the state of the living.
; This IS' precisely Why the Israelite yearned for a long 
,life. It was a sign of the Lord8 s favor. "In short, the 
v.normal Israelite •VieŴ  : which, domino / the conception of 
man in the Old Testament, is that to be in sickness of 
body or weakness of. clrGumstahoe is to .experience the dis
integrating power of death, and to be brought by Yahweh 
,to the gates of Sheol5 but to enjoy good health and mate- 
■ rial' prosperity is. to be allowed ;'to; walk with 'Him in full-; 
ness of llfeV"2^

, ..v̂ . Thereforê  it is not quite proper to say that the 
Israelite had no conception of life after death. He had 
one. Life after death was weakness and lack of vitality.. 
This is a far cry from the idea of - the indestructibillty 
of an immortal soul which, leaves the'body at death to

; 20Ibid., p. 71. : i . •
• . . 21 John son, Aubrey B ' The' vitality of the; Individual'-.
in the Thought of Ancient Israel.(Gardiffr Dhlversity;of 
. Wales Press, :.19W )5 ;P» .1D7« 1 ' "■



enĵ y; perpetual: bliss.,; .
This brings aus : -to . tMe, Hew Testament and the view 

of man that prevails there» Itis quite proper to begin/ 
with St» Paul; for here we find a certain body of beliefs 
attributable to one man. The rest of the Hew Testament, 
especially the Gospels, will be related to Paul‘s thought.
f There are.several words which Paul uses that have' 

a direct relationship with the words considered in the . ’ 
Old Testament section. \

The Greek wbrd sarx/Is the; word tha/c is used. : 
chiefly to translate the word basar in the Septuagint 
(IjDQE) hike basar, it means, flesh. Another word that 
is-, used for the translation of basar is soma, which means 
body = It literally means the material substance that
. ; ■■ ; •’ ■ • ■ 1 ■ . ■■ ■ oil : ■ \: ' 1 /'• ' ■covers the bones of a human or animal. With the excep
tion of one passage (I Gor. l5if9}. Paul confines his use 
:of sarx to the human flesh, Sarx for Paul means the whole 
body, or rather the whole person,' considered from an exter 
nal, physical point of view. Moreover he uses it for the

, ^2Abbo11- Smith, G., A Manual Greek lexicon of the
Hew fesfament (Edinburgh: T. and" T. Clark,'■ l9fD"T"p»: 402.

' ̂ Ibld., . p',:; 437- : . ■ - ; : ■ ;
' Amdt> W. P., and Gingrich, F. W., A Greek- , 

English Lexicon of the Hew Testament (Chicago; University, 
of Chicagb' Pfe'ss, 1957), P» 750.. ;



. . ' . '■ ' ■■ ' • : 25 ■■ ■■ ' - 'incarnation of Christ, Frequently, the term sarx is
usecl as a personal pronoun. An. example of this is Ephe
sians 5:28f: • "He that loves his own wife loves himself s.
for no man hates his own sarx,"
: ; ''I There are four stages lh the 'usage of the word
sarx. Often the meanings pass from dne into-another so 
. any .rigid: classification >is :fn&ossinin^ "way is '
purely physical> and it is important to remember that when 
it is used this way^sarx is good and not evil, Paul uses
it In. this sense frequently, for example in Romans ii35
the gospel concerning his Son, who was descended from 

David according to the flesh," The Son of God could not 
become sarx (John 1:1#) if sarx were evil,

. The second meaning :of sarx, like that of basar, is .. 
to denote man in his weakness. The Synoptic Gospels use 
it in this sense, "Sarx and blood have not revealed it
; to 'you" ' (Matt ,' l6 sly) ,: : in.: e the- weakness of •
man’s understanding is not a source of Peter’s belief.
God; revealed it to. Peter, Here the weakness of man over 
against the strength of 'God are being contrasted.1 *' ' -

25Robinson, J. A. T., The Body (London: SOM" Press, 
1952)nPP. 17f» ' .-i:'''v" .; ': ' : ! \ -1̂ ' k.:.:'';

^0Smlth, op.eit,, p, 153°' '. ' : /
• •• ^Tlbid., p. 15#• " ;



: : 7 :;̂  - / ,  \ 15■
I': 'Vv;: ■'v/'';:;':'.p4e'.-jjext us8ie;.;i.s th&t, $ar% Is weak against the 
•power of sin- The famous saying of Jesus; "The spirit ' •: 
indeed is willing> hut the sarx is weak" (Mk. 14;38) ;
i ' ' ■’ ’ r ' 28 ' •Illustrates this usage,

• The last meaning is peculiar to Paul, In this 
sense sarx is something sinful in itself. It is a devel
opment of the previous' - meaning s, but a significant change 
has come ahout. Sarx no longer is limited to the physi
cal sense« It rather refers to man1s sinful condition, 
his .allenatloh from God.. The sins of the sarx are not 
all physical. Paul states In'.Galatians 5:19f: "Mow the ■
works of the sarx are plain; immorality, impurity, licen- ■. 
iiousness, idolatry.,''-:.sorcery, '.enmity,' strife, jealousy, 
anger, selfishness, dissension, party spirit, envy,; drunk- • 
enness, carousing, and the like." Clearly some of these 
sins have no connection in Paulas mind with the sarx as a 
physical phenomenon.2  ̂ ' . k

It is easy to see how confusion has arisen about 
Paul'*s thinking about body and soul. . People see. the word 
sarx used:In this latter sense, and they identify it with 
the physical body. Paul, being a good Hebrew, could never 
say that anything God had made was intrinsically evil. In

'2®lbld., pp.. 154-ff. •
2%urrows, Millar, An Outline of Biblical Theology 

(Philadelphia; The Westminster Press, 1946), p.’ 153. •



v ' . v ; ; - : . -16 \
this usage of the word sarx we still see the same unity ■ . 

• ot:the personality,̂ The personality has' set itself over - 
against God. The conflict .in .man hetween spirit and sarx 

. is: a moral conflict and not a metaphysical clash.
: ■ ■ The other word that translates basar in the XXX
is soma; however,:'this word does hot result in the idea: 
of alienation from God, as does sarx. The word soma has 
all ; the variation ; of meanings that we Saw. in sarx with V 
the exception of the iast one. 8'oma Is akin to the word
' V v' i' X'"l '30: - - : ' X"personality." . It is. significant that Paul never pro-
Claims a. resurrection of the sarx, but he does for the 

./■ soma. Paul sayS: that the soma is-'/the temple of the Holy .
Spirit:: ̂ I Gor. :6119). ■ He would never say this of the 

■'■■■■ sarx-. ■■ . ' - ; ; x. ' . /X ; . • , -
. Paulis doctrine of the resurrection bears directly 

upon our'prohlem. We saw how the Old Testament did not 
have very much to say about;fhe. ultimate destiny of man. 
Paul does not state in his doctrine of the resurrection : '
.that the soul and the body separate. He states that the 
, physical body is changed into a spiritual body, the mor~
■ ' tal body is changed into a: body Immortal (1 Cor. 15:42-49).

: Q̂smithj- op.- city,' p. 158.. y
’ " ' ̂ Robinson, J. A. T., op. cit., pp. 26-29. ■'

p. 28. .. ,' .1 ' ■
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: In other words, man as a whole does not divide

into two or three parts at death, .with some continuing 
and others - ceasing to exist„! ■ .Man . as, -a ̂ -whole personality 
continues his existence . . 'Man is not a metaphysical dual
ism but a unity, 'and this unity is not broken by death,
The unity 1s changed1:from physical to spiritual, and Paul 
admits, that this is :a mystery. ' The important point for 
our consideration is'that■man does not possess an inde
structible soul that;survived,death, while the ■destruct
ible body- perishes. It is the sarx or the alienation: ' \
that dies, not the soma or personality. There is not an 
immortality of. the soul but the resurrection of the body.. ' 

The Greek word psyche is often used to translate 
' the Hebrew word nephesh in the L3QC, and Paul uses it fre- - 
puently' in the .same way.?*■:■ Like nephesh, psyche means 
the whole person Or life.' Sometimes it:is used as a 
personal ' pronoun:' "My soul magnlfios. the Lord" (Luke 1:46)* 
We; frequently use our words "life” and "person" in the 
.same way, ■:■ In general the Bible does not use: nephesh or 
psyche In the sense of the immortal soul which Is.dellv-
: ■'.■■■ :'':■' , ■ ■ ■■■ -...  "55 ' ■ ■ . 'ered from "future punishment, • "■ . .

The Bible does not assert that there is a body- .

"?5owen> opn'Oit., p.-
Smith, op.-cit,, p. 139, 

'Burrows, op. cit., p. 133,



'■■ mind dualism0 /-Iteat .it does assert is that man is #hoie. 
and that there are different 'ways of looking at him. ihe;
:various words for man- simply.: relate to the different as-, 
pects of his nature ̂  d - ' :: 'i

The last important word is pneuma which translates' 
ruach. , Pneuma and psyche are sometimes used as synonyms 
in the New Testament.The opposite of pnemaa in the , 
New Testament is. nekros or death The pneuma of .man is . 
always considered .in relation to the pneuma of God. We 
-find- ;this ■ in:Bomans Bt 165 Rlt is the 'Spirit himself bear- ;; 
ing witness with our Spirit that we are the childreh of 
God." #ie spiritvof mah is that which marks him out for 
his special destihy.59;.it must be remembered that it wasy 
the breath of God blown into the nostrils of man that made 
him a living beingv The resufrection of the. body is .
.brought about by the power of the Spirit, ."We know that ' 
the: whole: creatlbh has been groaning in travail, ' together • ••: 
until howj;. and not only the creatibn^ but we burse Ives, .
who have the first fmlts:: of the Spirits, groan inwardly ■: • 
as "We'wait for adoptloh. as sons the redemption of our own- 
bodies" (Romans B;22, 23 RSV). It is the Spirit- that will :

)%d. p 0
- : r.,; -g 57smith, : op..•cit. > - pv l4l. ; f >

. 38Ibid.# p. 142. - . -
.. 59johnston# George, "Spirit", Richardson, Alan, ed
A Theological Word Book of the Bible (New York: - The Mac 
millan Go . > . i g p H - P



change the body from, a body of corruption to a "body of
■ . ' ' 40' -v ,/ V" ' : :redemptiono

Paul contrasts the pneuma and the sarx. The
spirit and the flesh are at war within man. He urges his
readers to walk not according to the flesh hut according 

41,to the Spirit. . Paul's idea is not that the sarx is in
herently evil, hut that it represents man's rebellion 
against God, As in the Old Testament the basar is weak; 
it is not sinful in itself. It rather provides through 
its weakness the occasion for sin, the point at which sin
finds an opportunity in man. "He (Paul) nowhere betrays

■ - 42the outlook of a metaphysical dualist," ;
Pneuma does not represent a soul within man. It 

represents another kind of man, a man who has the fruits 
of the Spirit. In this sense pneuma and sarx are oppo
sites, but it is an ethical dualism and not a metaphysical 
dualism,   ' :

"It is also obvious that the antithesis between 
'the flesh' and 8the spirit8 has nothing in common 
with mind-body dualism, 'The flesh does not stand 
for one part of man, his 'body8, which is bad. 1 The 
flesh1 stands, rather, for a certain kind of man.

^Nygren, Anders, Commentary on Romans, trans»' 
Rasmussen, Carl C., (Philadelphiat Muhlenberg Press, 19̂ 9), 
p> J 3 5 t  ; :: ; f ■' • ^

^ R o m a n s  8 $4 , ;

. ̂ 2Grant, Frederick G., An Introduction to New Testa-, 
ment Thought (New York: Abingdon-Ookesbury Press, 1910')',’ 
p. 168'.' .
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It stands for the kind of man in whom the whole per
son (the spiritual and psychical aspects, just as 

’ . much ̂ as the physical * to: fevent to our earlier usage) 
is misdirected, because he is turned in upon himself 
In self-centeredness and self-satisfaction.

"$The Spirit1 represents^ not another part of man,
. his fsoulr, which is pure, but rather another kind of 
man. It represents the kind of man in whom the- whole '■ 
- person (the physical and psychical, just as much as 
the spiritual aspects) is directed outward in love 
toward God and his neighbor.

Man*8 pneuma is dependent upon God2 s pneuma. Man 
does not stand alone, and he derives his uniqueness not 
from within himself or his own inherent dignity but from 
his''Relationship with -God. ihls is where the biblical 
thought differs markedly from Ideas common today about the 
dignity of man. Man’s dignity Is not because of his inde
structible soul but-because of his relationship with God.

Thus the biblical view of man is that he is a liv
ing body with various qualities. There Is no sharp divi
sion between body and soul.. The soma continues into a 
future life although that soma is changed from a soma of 
sarx to a soma of pneuma. This is the point of difference 
between the Old and New Testaments. The difference is not 
a difference of contradiction but a difference of develop
ment.

The thing that distinguishes man is ruach cr pneuma.

^Owen, op. cit., p. 193.
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Ruach is that which dominates man to move him to certain
. actions.* '̂It is the disposition of his character. This,

44he receives from the ruach of God, When we speak of a ■
"changed man", this' would mean in biblical thought that
ruach has entered man, and he is no longer a man of the 
sarx but a man of the pneuma, The products of this ruach 
or pneuma are the fruits of righteousness? love, and 
justice. ,

' Like the Old Testament the- New Testament uses ■ ' . . 
the words for the internal organs to designate certain 
aspects of human nature. The word kardia or heart has .
ci- ''V.-- : . .    45 - vthe meaning of will in. the New Testament. . ■ It does not ■ 
represent a soul within man.

To the biblical writer.man was unitary and.mani~ • 
fold. He was a whole person who expressed himself in a 
’plethora of ways. The biblical writers were not competent 
psychologists: or philosophers, nor did they pretend to be. 
'Hdweyerp -it seems that the manner in Which they used these: 
words: would indicate that they were riot dualists but be- :
. lleved mari to be a- "unity , . - . :

' ■ "Any attempt at a successful interpretation of

.^Snaith, Norman H., The Distinctive Ideas of - the 
Old Testament; (London: The Tpworth^re^Fr^l^WT^P». 1^9*.,,
■. ' ^5smith, op. cit., p.. 152.
■ - . ^QSmith, Ibid., p. 185»



the. Bible seems bound to take note of the fact that 
Israelite thinking, like that of the so-called 
itiv# peoples of the present day, is predominantly 
synthetic„ It is characterized by what has been 
called the grasping of a totality« Phenomena are 
perceived for the most part as being in some sort 
of relations they have a share, or (to adopt Levy- 
Bruhl8s expression) they (participate8, in some 
sort of a whole« This recognition of the mental 
activity of the Israelites as predominantly syn-h7 
thetic, the awareness of totality, is important, '

' : "Thus one finds that it is this awareness of a
totality which governs what is apparently the nor
mal conception of man both in the thinking of the 
above-mentioned 8primitive8 peoples and in that 
of the Israelites."48
: The primary concern of the biblical writers was

not metaphysical but religious-,^ and the questions of 
sin and righteousness are explained not in terms of a 
metaphysical dualism but in terms of alienation from God 
and communion with Him. It is through this religious and 
ethical consideration that they formulated their idea of 
man. Man as a whole was alienated from God, but through 
the endowment of the ruach man could be directed toward 
God, In all this man remains a unity, a whole person.

The idea of the "corporate personality" that 
H. Wheeler Robinson found in the Old Testament is also

^^Johnson, op. olt,, p. 7«
^ Ibid./ p, 8.'
49gchweitzer, Albert, Paul and His Interpreters 

(London: Adams and Charles Black, 1948"), pp. 212-2141



present in the Hew Testament, Jeans described His rela
tionship with His disciples as one of the ■v’ine and the 
branches. "I am the vine, you are the branches. He who . 
abides in'.me, and I in him, he it is that bears much 
‘fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing. If a man 
does not abide in me, he is cast .forth as a branch and 
'.withers.; and the branches are gathered, thrown 'into /the.h i 
1 fire and burnedn (John 15:5-6). St. Paul uses the figure . 
of the Body'dfOhrist to describe the corporate nature of ■ 
the Christian community. '"For Just as the body.is one 
and has many members, and all the members of the body, 
though many, are one body, ; so it is with Christ1’ (I Oor, 
12:12), "How you.are the.body of Christ and individually 
members of it" (I Cor. 12:27)« He also uses the figure 
of the olive tree into which members are grafted (Romans 11). 
. ' ‘ Man is not thought of as living by himself. He
achieves his personality through being a member of a, liv
ing organism called the ekklesia. The parallel to the 
Old Testatiienf conception Of the Chosen People is obvious. 
Life is to be found- only in the group> and man cannot 
properly be understood apart from the group.



; CHAPTER II ■ I ;'''
PLATO8S VIEW OP MAN

To the Greek the word, psyche meant primarily the
. . - ■ -iprinciple of life in any.living thing« In this it was 

much like the Hebrew concept of nephesh. The .Greek verb 
psycho means "I breathe^ and the basic meaning of 
psyche according to Liddell and Scott is simply breath 
So apparently,the word psyche was used originally to dif
ferentiate . between the animate and the inanimate.

We find that one of the fragments of Anaximenes 
asserts that our soul which is air is that which holds 
us togetherA It was with the Orphics that we begin to 
get some idea, of the Immortality of the' soul* and this 
represented an infusion of eastern thought into Greek 
thought«̂  It was through the ecstasy of the worshippers 
of Dionysos that the soul revealed its true nature. It 
- was when the soul was put of. the body that it revealed 
this true nature,0

-̂ Grube* G» M, A,* Plato8s Thought (Boston; Beacon 
Press* 1958)* p. 120„

^Liddell and Scott* Greek~EnglIsh Lexicon (Chicago 
Pollett Publishing Co,* Ig#)*' p, 799".'

5lbid,* p, 798,
^Burnet* John* Early Greek Philosophy (New York; 

The Meridian ■Library* 1957)7 P° 75°
■ Grube* op, cit.* p. 121
^Burnet* op, cit,* p, 8l,
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The Milesians had no idea of personal immortality 
in connection with their nse of the word psyche. "It ; 
meant to them little more than the animate character of a 
■;thing» Anything that lived had a soul, but not necessarily 
a mind or• personality," It was through the:Pythagoreans
that the idea of a soul separate from the body was ..intro
duced into Greek thought, and in this the Pythagoreans 
show the influence of the Orphic cults, Russell makes the 
same claim for the origin of this mystical strain in Greek 
thought; "This mystical element entered into Greek phil- 
■ osophy.:with'; Pythagoras,;; who ::was;'a ;.fefoimef of • 0r#.l8m,: ;asK':. 
Orpheus was a reformer'' of {the religion of Bacchus, The 
Orphic cults had their origin in Thrace but show a distinct 
relationship to the ideas from Egypt. ̂ ■ ;' ; : p. , • ' ., :

The Pythagoreans practiced, a rule .of .life that was
believed to purify the soul, and they believed in a rein-;
' ' ; \ lo: " ■ ■" " ' ■ ' ■■■ . : v ■- ; ■ ■ .carnatioh of the soul, This was foreign to the■Greeks,
and it is, to be regarded as an infusion. The purification
of the soul was hot by way of Bacchic orgy but by way of

’ . ^Puller, B, ' A, . G',, A History of Philosophy (New
York; Henry Holt and Co,, 1955)7 Vol. I, p. 29, ■
; : ■- ^Russell, Bertrand, A History of Western Philos
ophy (New York; Simon and. Schuster, 1955), p, 19,

^Ibid., pp., i6f ; • ; _ ; ; •
i , p- v:i%uiler:;opp.citv,,; p,:,4lY;.p;p ; vv: v;;;'P



ascetic self-deHiai B Pythagoras linked metempsychosis ■ 1
1 : ; : - '  ■■ •' ■■ ■ ■ ;: :Jwith 'ethical'.retrihh V It is at this point that a -

î lew ofasceticim comes into Greek thought.. The Pythag- :
porean/rule is prohably'' best, known: fon its rules of ab- ;
stinence,v, - The followers of Pythagoras deepened this idsaf
.ef purification#'.a,nd - theyyused/ttusic' to; this end. . Also,
they went on to eonoeiye of the intellectual life as the .;
' highest, and- this. intellectual - life; was the type that
would release one from .the Orphic "wheel, of birth",  ̂;
• ' There is a distinet1y non-bib1ica1 idea here in '
the idea that the; purification of the soul could come

: about by the denial of the physical, and there is implied
' the idea that the physical is somehow evil. In the- later .
Pythagorean idea of : intellectual purification there is a . ;/-
stress on intelligence as unique to the soul. that is for-. :
elgn; to the biblical idea. - - , - . ■ '  . f ;;., '...
; , "It was probably under Orphic influence, that the .

% / Pythagoreans developed their way Of life - as a gradual.-.
process of purification. : But to them this immortal 

' 'vpysehe , was the/ inteilectual ; power, of man and purlfi-
, cation lay to a large extent through the strictly ;
' • scientific, which to , them meant a mathematical ■

. • training, though some of them seem to have laid , a
great deal of emphasis on number-magic and. on ritual» .; 

: i Prom them, must have come the conception of the Intel- 
lect aSithe noblest and immortal part.,of man, of -, .' r

" X X 1 -, ’ , - , ■ „ ,
■. ’ ■ . ; WindsIband, W., History of. Ancient Philosophy 

/(New Yorki: Dover Publications, 195^7, PP« 31f« . ;/ '. '
12Burnet, op, / cit., p. $6. . .

9 T . \  : : / ; ; . /  v / ' ;



: %.' - : / : : , . . \ .; :- / / . ; ;  ' ;: ■• w  .
saliratiozi through lcnowl'e<age>. the conception so mag
nificently expressed in jbhe' Ihaedd# and it remained 

, with. Plato to the end, "14 -  ̂ '
■ This view of the uniqueness of the soul in the

Pythagoreans' is ■ non-bihlical because the biblical writer ■
:conceived mn*s unid^eness to lie not in his intellect 
but in his relationship with Qod.: : 'This view of the Greeks 
will lead to an inherent immortality while the biblical 
view led to a conditional'immortality^ the condition being 
man’s relationship. with: God. ■ ' :

;: v: ¥ith this small background study which leads us to 
the .Phaedo we will: commence a study of the Platonic vievr- 
. of the soul -» It Is : convenient, that we begin this with a 
study,of the Phaedo« . •

, ' . : 'i ' , The immediate problem with which .Socrates is; deal-
- ing is death« ; He is asked by his friends how he can face ' • 
death with ..such imperturbability. He even sends his wife 
away, because her weeping causes interference in the dis
cussion. Socrates is recorded as saying; "I want to 
explain ’to you-how; it seems to me natural that a man. who 

■ has devoted his life to philosophy should be so cheerful 
in the face of d e a t h . . The answer that Socrates gives

0 ' - . l^Qrube, - op. cl t., p . 121. /■ ;: . ’ ■;
v;\:̂ Plat6>. The Last Days of Socrates, trans., 

Tredennick,...Hugh'(London: Penguin Books, 1954), p. 81.



is that the true philosopher is half-dead already, because 
he has been aiming at dying and death all of his life. 
Death, in essence,, is the separation of the soul from the 
body. This is good, for the body leads the philosopher 
astray in his investigations. Therefore, his purpose in 
life might be better achieved if the.Soul were to be sep-

' ''  ̂ ' 16arated from the body.
In the Phaedo the soul is linked with the Forms, 

The conflict between good and evil is: seen as a conflict . 
between the soul and the body, and the soul is essentially 
rational as opposed to the body which is essentially emo
tional and subject to passions,^ Therefore, the Phaedo
must be not so much about immortality but about the nature
■ - 18 : .of the psyche,

There are four main arguments for immortality in 
the Phaedo, The first argument is really not of great 
importance to this paper, for it involves a Pythagorean 
idea of rebirth from death, Socrates says: ’’Then here is
a new way by which we arrive at the conclusion that the 
living come from the dead, just as the dead come from the 
living; and this, if true, affords a most certain proof

^ Ibid,, pp.: 82f.
^Hackforth, R,, Plato's Phaedo (Cambridges At the 

University Press, 1955)/ P» 11,
^^Taylor, A, E,, Plato s 'The Man and His Work •

(New York: Meridian Bookei 1956), p, 177,



that' the;. souls■ of the dead exf at lh' 6ome place out of ■ / 
.:which they' come agalhf"^^ . Socrates Is trying, to justify ■ 
.the old Orphic hption of the .cycle or "wheel of birth”, 
and -he is 'not feally: maicing reference to the; nature' of ;
the soul. She only'■ thing: that .we can receive from this 
is that like the rest of nature it- dies and rises again.̂  

fin a sense this is,not immortality in the strictest view.
" It is akin,' and this Is unde r s t and ah lefrom its Thracian: :
source, to a. fertilityresufrectionism. ■ . ,
V ' .'■' The next three arguments for Immortality are more ..
germane to our,prohlem of the nature of the soul. Strictlyv 
.speaking, the second argument 'can,only attest to the pre- - ■ 
existence of souls and hot to their: survival after death.21'.. 
This proof involve s. the Platonic, dootrine of recollection, 
which.,was:'earlier,.described in the Meno. in reference to 
'the.teaching of virtue, here the epistemologlcal position ,' 
is more developed "than, in the Meno.. In the Phaedo the 
yentities known are. perfect and not to he found in this.- 
world» " They have: a. reality of ytheir own.22 Socrates 'is 
reported to say: "And must we .hot allow, that when I or

::7S» - : :' '. ' V" . -:;.:
. . 20Bluck, R. S., Plato is ■Phaedo (iondoni Routledge -

y' andyEegan: Paul ltd, , .iShSTTp^ET^" ' v : 1 . ;
21Xhid.v, p. 6 .̂: V :i '.; -i ' ■ '■ :/ ■-: ' '.'''■:: :'■■■'
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.any onej, looking at any object^ observes that the thing 
which he sees aims at being some other thing, but falls 
short of, and, cannot be, that other thing, but is infe
rior, he who makes this observation must have had. a
previous knowledge of that to which the other, although

. 23 'similar, was inferior,11
These first two arguments form a unit, and to

gether they are an attempt to prove the immortality of the 
soul. The existence before and after death of the soul 
is proven in the first part of the argument, and pre- 
existence of the soul is proven in the second argument. 
However, the first argument.tells us nothing of the nature 
of the soul. The second argument tells us that the soul 
is primarily mental, for the pre-existence of the soul- is 
really established by an eplstemological discussion, "It ; 
proves the ante-natal existence of the soul to be a con- 
sequence of the doctrine of the Forms,"

The third argument establishes the distinct dif
ference between the body and the soul, Plato differentiates 
between the variable and invariable, compounded and uncom
pounded, and the seen and Unseen, The variable, compounded, 
and seen are attributable to the body, and the invariable,

^Phaedo, 7%,
^Taylor, op, oi.t-*, p. 188,



untecppouri<aed.> and unseen . are a-fctributable to the soul» :  
He goes on further to say that the soul is dragged. Into 
this confusion of thS/ywiSlS.;©̂ - the body by being associ
ated with the body, and that the soul. can. more truly >: 
exercise its cognitive functions apart from the body. Ihe 
'unchanging, •eternal, . immortal, pure estate, of the soul 
apart from the body is the way of wisdom. . ■

\ Hlato: hssuties two kinds of existence. :.One is,.of o 
the eternal, unchanging forms, and. the other is of the 
composite,7 mortal and ever-changing. The first is divine, 
and the second is not. Socrates in reply to. Cebes ex
pressly .statest "That.the soul is in the very likeness 
of the divine, and immortal*. arid intellectual, and uni
form, and indissoluble, and unchangeablej. and that the 
body is in the very likeness of the human, and mortal, 
and- unintellectual, and multiform, ;and :diSsoluble> and 
c h a n g e a b l e . since it is t h e  very nature of the soul 
to rule over, the body and to apprehend the Forms, the soul, 
must be similar to the Forms and akin to the divine The 
soul viewed by itself is eternal and simplej however, man . 
.viewed as•a whole,with the body is a dichotomy» The soul 
Is to rule oyer the body* The moral problem of man is

25phaedo, 78,



conceived in fcenns of a mind-body .dualism* and once the 
' dualism is "broken by death the moral problem would cease 
:;to’- exiirtk-; : ' .. f vk:

: 'Bie obvious divergence from the biblical view is
plain. The moral problem in the Bible is not conceived 
ih terms of a metaphysical' dualism with two entities • '' 
opposed to each o t h e r I t  is father conceived in terms 
of man8 s total rebellion against God, both mind and body. 

The fourth.argument is concerned with the imper
ishable nature of the soul, - 'The, life-glvihgYnature of 
the soul cannot admit the possibility of death. If it is 
immortal, then it is imperishable. At death the soul 
since it is not perishable enters into another, world, f 

One 'might;,̂ŵ translation of
psyche would be "mind" in the manner in which it is used 
in the dialogue.^® However, this is not altogether proper? 
for the soul * s. function.is more than pure cognition. "The 
truth' is: that the apprehension of the Forms is in part v ' 
cognition? in part enjoyment of possession .and satisfac
tion: Of a desire . However, it would be safe to say 
that cognition is /'the - distinctive .nature ofi the soul as 
opposed: to ’the passions of the body. It is; the intelli™ .-

v v:/; 29phaedo, 105-106, / p ■' ' f. . '
5°arube? oj)<* cit., p. 122.

... , ■ ^Hackforth? op. cit.,; p. 12. . ' "  .



gence of the soul which sets it over against the body* - 
: - It Is in the Phaedo that we have the extreme

'position of Plato ̂ ln regards to the rnind-body dualism.
If the Phaedo / were taken by .. itself .' we would have pure 
intellectual ism dlyorced from '.life, 'Its final aim would 
be "the eternal' preservation of:the soul in the cold 
storage of eternally frozen, absolute Forms The
Symposium forms' a healthy counterpart to the Phaedo* The 
way Plato re solves the. apparent cold nature of the soul1 s
■ activity'with life in the body is through the concept of .

-'h' T;h' •' ''’h,'.. : f': h  ̂ , : ■ ' ■ : 'Bros in the Symposium, . There is a distinct difference
• between the Phaedo and the Symposium,. In the former there 
is the emphasis upon purity, death, and immortality, . .In , 
.the.'latter . there, is the emphasis upon love, beauty, and 
life,̂  The goal of Eros is the-union of the lover with 
the Belofeh*^';/ : v f ■. 'V v . ■ .

'.If the true function of .the; soul Is dognition> ' 
then the recurrent problem with wiich man. is confronted. 
is how to apprehend the' Porm.' The Form of the Good is 
the final form in'■■the .souî s'duest; for ̂ knowledgeIn the
;; Symposium the Supreme; Beauty is equated with the Form of. 
Good", ■ A, -B, Taylor:saysn ;. There.;.©an be, at least, no '

i;' 32Grube, ■op. cit., p, 129. ':;i- '/..fI .f'';''; p
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·doubt thp.t the t form of good i is identical with the Suprane 

Beauty, the. V:ision of which .is !>~presented in the Sympos:L um 

· . as the goa:L ch:' the .Pilg;L"'image or the philosophical lover. n 36 
':~ ' ( \ ' . ' 

· The ·pursuit of truth :ts. tor PlB,to a moral issue; therefore' · : · · · 

· the nature of: eros. is the nature of man~ s moral. character~ 
.. -' . 

Eros· is·· a climb to beauty which is first physical 

and then mentg,l.: 

. ·. liThose .who~~ creative. instinct .is :Physical have . 
recourse ... to women., ariel. show their love iri this way, . 
believingthat by begetting children they can secure 
for them$elves·an immortal and blessed memory here .... 
·after forever; but there are somewhose creative 
desire. is of the soul; a:.nd 'lflrho conceive spiritually, 
not physically, the progency which it is the nature 
of the soul to conceiye and. bring forth. If you ask · 
what that progency is, it is wisdom .and virtue in.'· . 

. ge11eral ~ tt37. · ·· · 

The astounding thing is that Plato sees a simil.ar

i ty in the ~ of Phaedrus and Pausanias with the eros of 

which Socrates speaks. 

· ·: tioris of· eros~ 

He dOeS this by a series .of grada- ·. 

11Pla,tot s conviction i:s that it is the .same impV:lse ' 
which prompts love bett<Teen individuals (provided that 
it. is something more than· mere physical de sire) and · 
the se.arch of. the philosopher for tru.'th or, we might . 
add, of the mystic ;('or dod~ The extended range of •-

. meaning this gives to the term .. 11ove v seemed no doubt 
···paradoXical to ·most of~ his· O);"igihal readerS, and:: may 
.. well seem so to U.s" u38 . . ,, . · 

36Taylor, · g,E,• cit,, p~ 287. 

37Hanti1ton, vJe,· Plato: The Symposium (London: 
E~nguin Books, 1952)., P• 90.,· - · 

38rhid • , p. ~6 o 

. { ... 
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At any rate Plato apparently thinks of eros as 

the moral orientation within the psyche which drives man 
toward creativity and production» The highest creativity 
is the apprehension of the Form of Good, and this is the 
culmination of various gradations of erotic activity the 
lowest of which is the sexual activity with women. Homo
sexual activity is far superior# .for it is only by this 
method that eros can transcend the physical to the spir
itual . In the Symposium Plato provides the motive force 
for the philosophical quest, He gives us a description 
of this ascent: ■ ,

V ’ This, is the right way of approaching or being 
initiated Into the mysteries' of love#" to begin with 
examples of beauty in this worlds and using them as 
steps to ascend continually with that absolute 
beauty as one’s aim# from one instance of physical 
beauty to moral beauty# and from moral beauty to 
the beauty of knowledge# until from knowledge of 
various kinds one arrives at the supreme knowledge 
whose sole object is that of absolute beauty# and 
knows at last what absolute beauty is.”39

Eros# then# is the path to the Good. It is a path that 
leads step by step Up the procreative ladder from the phys
ical to the spiritual and thence to absolute beauty or the 
Good.

Although knowledge for the soul is motivated by 
eros# we still have cognition as the distinctive feature 
of the soul. Plato in the Symposium does not alter;!this 
theory. The Phaedo was abstract# and the Symposium tried

%bid.# p. 26.
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to deal with man in a realistic psychological fashion=
Yet both of them place the true function of man on an 
intellectual plane, and epistemology is a real issue in 
both the dialogues« There is not the radical distinction 
between body and soul in the Symposium that;is found in 
the Phaedo, and there is some awareness of the impossi
bility of separating the body and the soul„

There is a.moderate;view to be found in the 
Charmides. Socrates is quoted as sayings -

"I dare say that you have heard eminent physi
cians say to a patient who. comes to them with bad 
eyes, that they cannot cure his- eyes by themselves, 
but that-if his eyes are to be cured, his head must 

‘ be treatedj and then again they say that to think 
of curing the head alone, and not the rest of the 

i body also, is the height of folly. And arguing this 
way they apply their methods to the whole body, and 
try to treat and heal the whole and part together,"40

He. then goes on to say that the whole body cannot be cured
apart from the soul, and that it is a great mistake to

' ’ ' 4-1attempt the cure of the.body and soul separately, "Health 
and virtue--in this case the virtue of moderation— are 
parallel to each other, complete each other. Everything 
depends upon the soul, but the ultimate aim is the health,

‘ ho
physical -and moral, of - the whole man," :

However, this moderate view which is expressed in

^Opharmides, 156,
4libld, ,,. 15T» ' / . ' -
42qrube, og_, cit,,, -p.,, 123«



• the earlier dialogue dees.not remain, for the intellectual 
elements receive more stress. . This is' the consequence of 
the epistemological.problem that always•confronts Plato 
with his doctrine of the Forms. Since the Forms are pure 
. abstractioins'» then the soul must be abstracted in a radii 
cal fashion from the body to be able to adequately appror::-/ 
hend the Forms. In 'othep wordiy: his- eplatemolbgy (aud ;.; '■
metaphysics determine 'h! si anthropology .

The vindication of : emotion in the. Symposium leads 
us directly to the problem which . is. the concern of the .. 1 
.later books of the Republic <■ The conflict of the pure '; 
inteliectualism of - the Phaedo and the eros of the % mp)sium 
is resolved by dividing the soul into different parts .• The 
psyche is divided into three, parts after the three,divi-- - ' 
sions of the state <> , Plato was aware that, man is a social / 
.animal̂  ;shd :he ,went .dn:. to;"reasoh:. that the: divisions of the 
soul must follow the divisions.of the state. The nature 
of the society must correspond to the nature of the Indi™ 
.vidual• .// p/ _  -
' . • The three, chief soc.lai;:.;functions \:are deliberative-
and governings executive, and productive = These three . 
functions find their counterpart in three'corresponding . 
elements in the human soul. A. S. Taylor cautions v.'

■.. ̂. •T̂ Gbrhldrdr . Francis-MacDonald, The Republic of • 
Plato (Hew ifork: Oxford - University Press, 1955T!?'" W* 129.



against attaching too much importance to this tripartite 
division of the soul» He claims that it is not metaphys
ical but merely a working aocpunt of principles in the sduI, 
tHacalla ‘them- Meter^ mptives ,1>; :■ ; W- bbnise» it is
'.up these three types of motives in the soul that the eros 
-proceeds 'oh its quest for the Good«

S!Must ,we not acknowledge> 1 said> that in each of 
■ ;us thene are the same" principles and habits which 
there are in the State; and that,from the individual 

' , : they^psss ;.into ;■ the: Statet^lhow else’ ;can';;they come'> v : :
: therel-; Take the,;’quality: of passion or spirit; --it :

would be ridiculous to:-imagine that this quality, . 
.when found in States^ is not derived from the indi
viduals who are supposed to possess it> e.g. the 

’h ’ Tharclans, Scythians, and in general the northern • , 
, . . nations; and the same may be said of the love ,of 

knowledge, which is the special characteristic of , 
our part•of the world, or.of the love of money, , •.

, ; ' . which may be>. with equal truth, attributed: to, the ,.; 
Phoenicians and Egyptians. "4-5 ; , ;

■ The question of how muoh status these principles have is 
a little ambiguous. Do the three .principles, act indepen
dently or as one? If the soul is one with different bents,

. then the .problem of ■opposition among the bents arises. ’ If 
there is opposition, there ■.must be different principles:.; ’ 
However, the idea of three principles of■a different kind ■ . 
destroys the unity of the soul, Plato rejects the theory 
that the three principles •are’ One by an appeal to the ;1bW . 
of Contradiction. f:/

^Tayior, op.* ,cit.,. p. 282.



"The same ' thing: el early e anno t ■ act dr be acted 
upon in the same part or in relation to the same .

: V thing at the same time, in contrary ways? and ' :
'- . • therefore whenever this contradiction occurs in
vi't ' / things apparently the same^. we. know that they are 
v v. nottredlW'the same,' but different, "46 ■, ;; w :
: fiatd' rejects pialniy the view that' the., three principles; ;
are really one in the soul.. "Possibly all that can be
said, on this matter is that according to Plato the soul
has in it different.organs or capacities and that from
their difference, different tendencies of soul arise.

. Plato1s argument for the tripartite division of
the soul is then based upon the internal.conflict which
;goes on Within the individual and his theory of the close

' 'lift■ relationship' between social and:Individual' psychology*'
Basically, these three parts of the soul are the capacity 
for the common appetites, the tendency to spirited and 
resolute behaviour, and the capacity for thinkingfhe 
capacity for thinking is akin to the Philosopher King and 
'rplers,thertendency to spirited and resolute behaviour 
is akin to the Auxiliaries or Guardians who execute the ‘
- will of the : rulers, and the coirmon • appetities to ' the com
mon people who are ruled by the rulers,(deliberative part

.46pepublic, 436. / ' ' : ' : , '
^Tkurphy, N. R., Plato1s Republic (Oxford: at the 

Clarendon.Press, 1951L  P» 59
^Grube, op. cit., p. 151«
^Murphy, op. clt., pp. 59f°
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of: government) and the Guardians (executive branch of 
government).

It would seem that what has happened in the change 
from the Phaedo to the Republic is a change from placing 
the conflict in man between his soul and his body to a ' 
conflict within the soul. In the Phaedo the soul Is !!a 
unity and it does not include anything beyond the reason 
or the intellect. Pitted against it at every turn is the 
body as the seat of sense-perception, of passions and " 
desires, of pleasure Plato speaks about the body

RObeing the chains which imprison the soul. . The three 
principles of the soul in the Republic set the conflict 
within the soul, and the appetitive principle appears to 
be akin to the body in the Phaedo»

The status of these principles is hard to ascer
tain, but since Plato uses the analogy to.the social 
organism for his view of the individual, it is Just, I 
believe, to give these principles more independent status 
than A. E. Taylor apparently wants to give them. Plato 
stresses this point in his recognition of the. clash of 
the principles within the individual. In his analogy to 
the state one cannot help but be Impressed by the fact

^Gornford, op. cit», pp. 119f« 
^^Grube, op. cit., pp. 125f. 
^^Phaedo, 67.



that there are three separate classes within the state.
However# the Issue does not seem capable of satisfactory

53 ' - ' . " : ,resolution. :
In both of the views in the Phaedo and in the. 

Republic the crowning glory of man is in the rational en
deavour. This is the thing that is unique to man. In the 
Phaedo the aim of the philosopher is to rid himself as 
much as possible, of the shackles of the body so that his 
soul can apprehend the Forms. In the Republic the aim of 
the philosopher is in subjugating the other two principles' 
to the direction of the philosophic principle. The people 
who do this are the. rulers of the state. The basic dif
ference then between the two is that the conflict in the 
Phaedo is external/ and in the Republic it is internal.. 
The common aspect is that the rational is the highest.

The same tripartite division that; is found in the 
Republic is also found in the Phaedrus. In the latter 
the comparison is with an image of a team of two horses 
and a charioteer.

"Of the nature of the soul# though her true form 
'be ever a theme of large and more than mortal dis
course# let me speak briefly# and in a figure. And 
let the figure be composite— a pair of winged horses 
and a charioteer. How the winged horses and the 
charioteers of the gods are all of the noble and of 
noble descent# but those of the races are mixed; the 
human charioteer drives his in a pair; and one of

^%urphy# op. cit.# p. 39.



them is noble and of noble breed, and the other is 
. ignoble and ef ignoble breed3 and the driving.of 
them of necessity gives a great deal of trouble to him - "54

It is obvious that this is the familiar tripartite divi
sion that we found in the Republic. However, there is 
one particular difference« In the fhaedrus the tripar^ 
tite division exists, without the presence of the body . 
and in the gods also,^ This is. a step further away from 
the Phaedo where the conflict in man was measured in terms 
of the clash of the body and the soul. Here the conflict 
continues, but the soul is not in the body. There does 
not seem to be the hesitancy about the tripartite nature 
of the soul in. the. Fhaedrus that is found in the Republic. 
: - The control of the two horses by the charioteer
indicates again that the good life is conceived as a life 
in which the. feelings and passion of a man are controlled 
by his rational part.,

"From then on the good life is the proper func
tioning of every part of the soul in its proper 
place and a man is master of himself when his feel
ings and his passions are obedient.to his intellect—  
the charioteer of the Fhaedrus— as a state is Its own 
master and happy when the councillors‘ commands are 
obeyed by the rest of the people and when each of the 
three classes is satisfied with its position,"5b

S^Phaedrus, 246,
55Hackforth, R,, Plato< s Fhaedrus (Cambridge: at 

the University Press, 195277 P° 75« , ,
5°Grube, op, cit., p. 134,



In the Tlmeaus we find again the tripartite divi
sion of the soul# However, there is some difference in 
that the Ideation of the passions and feelings of the soul 
are placed in the body. As we saw in the Phaedrus both 
disearnate and Incarnate souls had the three divisions, 
and it is difficult to see - how this can be squared with 
this view of the physical locations of these two lower , 
principles that we find in the Timaeus. First of all, the 
immortal soul is placed in the body by God, and the soul 
since it was created by God is divine.

"Now of the divine, he himself was the creator, 
but- the creation of the mortal he committed to his 
offspring, And they. Imitating him, received from 
him the immortal principle of the soul; and around 
this they proceeded to fashion the mortal body, and 
made it to be the vehicle of the soul, and constructed 
within the body a soul of another nature which was 
mortal."57

The rational soul, was framed by the Demiurge, and the . 
other two parts of the soul were made by the created gods. 
Because of this the rational soul is immortal, and the 
other two parts are m o r t a l . ^8 The feeling part of the sodl 
is placed nearer the head since it Is more noble than the 
passionate or appetitive.

"Wherefore, fearing to pollute the divine any more 
than.was absolutely unavoidable, they gave to the

57Timaeus, 69«
^Oornford, Francis MacDonald, Plato8 s Cosmology 

(New York: Harcourt. Brace and Co., 195TJ>""p”»"'279«



mortal nature a separate habitation In another part 
of•the body^ placing the neck between them to be the 
Isthmus and boundary, which they constructed between 
the head and the breast, to keep them apart. And in 
the breast, and in what is termed as the thorax, they 
encased the mortal soul; and as the one part of this 
was superior and the other inferior they divided the 
cavity of the thorax into two parts.
, "That part of the inferior soul which is endowed, 

with courage and passion and loves contention they settled nearer the head.59
"That part of the soul which desires meats and 

drinks and the other things of which it has need by 
reason of the bodily nature, they placed between the. 

•midriff and the boundary of the navel."60
It is Interesting to note that sexual reproduction 

is excluded from the appetitive part of the body, for that 
part ends at the navel. Therefore, eros is not treated as 
merely a part of the appetitive soul. In the Symposium we 
found the three different stages' of eros in relationship 
to immortality; the reproductive immortality, the immor
tality of fame, and the immortality of wisdom. In the 
.Timaeus immortality Is excluded from the .appetitive soul.

The tripartite division of the soul is also found 
in the Laws, Man is described as a puppet of the gods, 
and the various strings control his behaviour. Man is 
encouraged to grasp the string of reason. "According to

^ Timaeus, 69.
6oIbid., 70.
^Cornford, Plato * s Cosmology, p. 292.
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the argument there is one among these cords which man 
ought to grasp and never let go, but to pull with it 
against all the rest; and this is the sacred and golden 
cord of reason,n Reason is here presented as in con
flict with the reast of the principles'of the soul. In 
the world-soul we find such elements as "will, considera
tion, attention, deliberation, opinion, true and false, 
joy and sorrow, confidence, fear, hatred, love, and other 
primary notions akin to these.Different from these• 
primary notions are the secondary notions' which might, be 
called physical objects although this is not entirely 
clearo°^ 4

It is apparent that Plato insists on the primary 
and supremacy of the spiritual principle throughout the 
universe, and he vindicates the autonomy of the intellec
tual.^ Mow, the parallel.between the world-soul and the 
soul of man is obvious.^ The description of the world- 
soul contains many of the attributes of the appetitive 
and feelings principles. Apparently, the soul with its 
threefold division is presented here'as not necessarily

■ ^%aws, 644-645 * I
- #7' \ ■ ' v
^Solmsen, Friedrich, Plato;s Theology (Ithaca: 

Cornell University Press, 1942), pV 140,
65Ibid., p. 145,
^0Hackforth, Plato»s Phaedrus, p» 75,



incarnate. .
In these passages that; have been used I think that 

it is .apparent that there is a tension between two points 
of view. On the one hand we have in the Phaedrus and the . 
Laws a presentation of the disoarnate soul with all three 
of the principles« In the Phaedo and the Timaeus we have 
the appetitive and feeling parts of the personality defi-'; 
nitely located in the body. Plato appears to waver between 
the religious view of a divine soul essentially disassoci
ated from the physical and a more secular view where the 
soul is itself the source of motion and conflict

The soul in all of these dialogues is unique be
cause of its rationality. "Throughout the emphasis is on 
the reason, the intellect, for virtue is always, to him, ' 
a matter:of knowledge."0® From the Symposium we receive 
the picture that the main thrust of man's life Is for 
immortality, and this thrust is called eros. Eros takes 
three definite forms s. the immortality of procreation, the 
immortality of reputation, and the inherent immortality 
wrought by wisdom. The highest immortality creates the 
problem of knowledge. There arc two separate worlds. The 
world of : Forms is the world of knowledgeThe world which 
we see is merely the world of opinion. Therefore, if man

67lbld., pV:76»
®®Grube, op. cit., p. 147«
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is to achieve true immortality it must he by means of the 
rational soul. In all' of these .dialogues the highest 
function of man. is epistemological« In the Phaedo it is a 
clear-cut clash between the body and the soul« This is 
abandoned for a later idea of the clash within the three 
parts of the soul. Even in the Timaeus where the two 
olower ,parts of the soul have a physical, location, the soul 
is still made of three parts. The rational part of the 
soul is divine. It must be divine if it is to apprehend 
the Forms, and the thrust to apprehend the Forms is the 
eros ° ■ ;

In:the Phaedo the simple soul is immortal. In the 
other dialogues it Is only the rational part of the soul 
which is immortal. The soul then seems to be the link 
between the world of the Forms and the world of appear- 
ances. ' The division of the soul and body in the Phaedo 
and the tripartite picture in the rest of the dialogues 
is definitely non-biblical« The frame of. the conflict is 
radically different in the Bible . and Plato» One is in 
.terms of knowledge.and the other'in terms of relationship 
to God.

Plato, then, thinks of the moral problem in epis- 
temological terms. Knowledge is virtue. I think that it 
is at this point that he differs from the biblical point

^Stace, ¥. T., A Orltlcal History of Greek Phil
osophy (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 19bl), pp. 21^f.
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of view. The Bible" would frame man’s moral problem not 
in terms of knowledge but in terms of his relationship 
with God, The unique characteristic of man from the rest 
of the created order is not knowledge per se but his rela
tionship with God from which knowledge issues, I think 
that this is a basic point of view. The biblical point 
of view would be credo ut intelliganp and Plato's point 
of view can be said to be without too much distortion 
intelllgo at credum.

In all of the dialogues the soul is thought to be 
immortal, and this is a consequence of its. divinity. The 
soul is in .itself immortal,^; This is, of course, non**
.biblical. The only divinity: in the world is God, The 
continuance of the soul after death is not the result of 
its divinity but the result of the power of God. Man is 
dependent upon God for his Immortality and not upon his. 
apprehension of the Forms or his own divinity.

The biblical emphasis is upon the continuance of 
the whole personality after death by the resurrection of 
the total personality. Something similar to this is found 
in the Republic and the Phaedrus. However, the fundamental 
difference is that the continuance is dependent upon the 
epistemologlcal attainments of the soul and not upon the 
grace of God,

7°Taylor, ojn cit«, p. 306..
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The dualism that Is found in Plato is hard to 

interpret away« In the Phaedo it is a dualism between 
body and soul. In his later years he traced the dualism 
.to an inner conflict« This is found in the Timaeus and 
the Republic.̂

"In view of this persistent dualism it is clear 
that the three faculties of Plato's psychology are 
not independently co-operative powers> but merely 

e different phases, sometimes sharply dissociated, 
sometimes merging into one another, of the activity 
; of what we may call, using terminology strange to 
Plato, the personal element of our being.”72

It would seem that the weight of evidence is that they are 
more independent than Paul Elmer More or A. E. Taylor are 
willing to admit. Plato's references to the Law of Con
tradiction, the three classes of the state, and two horses 
and the charioteer-tend to support a view that is stronger 
than the interpretation held by these two. Platonists.

It Is certain that Plato thought in terms of con
flict between the rational and the irrational, between the 
cognitive and the appetitive, between the soul and the 
body, .Since this conflict never ends in Plato *s thought,' 
the dismissal of the Phaedo as being Socratic and not 
Platonic would appear to be out of order. The important 
point is that Plato placed the conflict in terms of intel-

^More, Paul Elmer,. Platonism (Princeton? Princeton 
University Press,' 1931), pp." 12bf. - . . •

?2lbld., p, 128.



■ lecrb or cognition oyer against the emotions or; appetites. 
I believe that you simply cannot ignore the Phaedo# and 
whether or not the Phaedo is ignored, there is in Plato 
this.thought of a deep conflict which is deep enough.to 

. ;be a wtaphysical conflicts ; ' ; , ' .
■ lord.; Russell states that the doctrine of immor

tality in Paul can hardly be.understood apart from Plato* 
theory of immortality, X think in- the light of our study 
thus far this notion can be dismissed* ,They' have little 
in common with the exception of the word "immortality".



"v : ; : : ; • CHAPTER III : . ■ ' T;-; .V v /- v/V̂ :
ARISTOTLE*S VIEW OP M M

:. In the treatise De Anima. Aristotle states', that
1 the soul and the body stand in relation to each other as
:do ./foriftuand mtteh.; - He;.ŝ ys:$ . ’’The: soul must he. a ' sub-: . •
stance . in the .sense, of the form of a natural body having .
lif e potentially.within it *" This relationship of form
t̂o matter does not imply the 'existence of separate entl^ : . : ;v 'I
iiesi' rsnch as 'soui .and body . - "His central proposition is 1 : .
that soul and body . are- aspects of a single . substance.
He says rather'.clearly:. ; _ /-'t' r  /' . ■

"That is why we can wholly dismiss as unnecessary
the. cyaestioh whether the soul and the body are:one s .

; it, is'vas jmeaningless as to ask. whether the wax and 
i,'' '' the . shape fgiveh tC it stamp are one, or gen-' ' . .

erally the matter of a thing and that of which It is 
.I.! : nthe 'niatter. Unity .has ma.ny senses (as many as ‘is1

has). but. the most proper and fundamental. sense .of ' ' .
both is fhe relation of an actuality to that of . :

: :i:;^ :^ieh:.:it ::i:s". the :acfu^ 1 -. ■ ■' : - .... \'b v
:: If the soul and the body are simply aspects of the
same substance, then the question of immortality of the
soul.is immediately raised,- If the soul is inseparable .
. from 'the';' bodyf :then. it '.would;';foil qw that; with death;'thd;
soul perishes with fhe body. Aristotle state s' that "It - -"'-v

: ''ni''% e  Anima, %I2aBD, '21« v ■" ' ii;;".'
2Allan> .P.. The Philosophy of Aristotle (London: 

-:(̂ fdrdr University Pressi :
::;f ;pb;:;v;5i)e: Anima>.:';4lSbi: .■ • t - . • u i v : -pI-. b p ' :P' ppi



IntiuM/baMy follows that the sdul is inseparable from Its 
body.”̂  However, Aristotle qualifies this statement sig- 
nificantly by saying that there may be parts of the soul 
that are separable from the body, "Yet some may be sep
arable because they are not the actualities of any body 

:/atalW5v/
The part of the soul which is separable from the r 

soul is the "mind or the power to think". It is consid
erably different from the soul, because the mind is eternal 
but the Soul is perishable. The mind is alone capable of 
existing apart'from the body, and;the■soul is incapable of 
this separate existence. 1 : v 1 , . : ■;
; : Therefore, Aristotle not only has the problem of

relating the psyche and the soma but also the nous and the : 
and the psyche. He has stated that the psyche and the . 
soma are inseparable,, and . that the nous is separable from ' 
the psyche and - the soma, If immoftallty'is to be a live 
issue, it must rest In his doctrine of the nous. It would 

- seem best to build this chapter around these three concepts, 
starting with the soma and the•psyche and then proceeding

^Ibld., hi3a. ' / h':'by
. ■■■■; \ :l:'': %bld^, \̂ 13a:r if '' p,

6Ibid., 4l3b2h.
■ 7Ibid., 4l3b. ,p.l.

\ qpV eit , ̂ pp, ^



■ ■  ■ .  ■ ■ ■  . ' 5 3 . 
to the nous, y,:,. ' ■

Aristotle, sets .the question of the. study of the 
soul; by; not: Hplting. :the: Investigation to man. He appar
ently assumes in this question that soul applies not only 
to man but also to all living things.^ He says:

"We.must be careful not to ignore the question 
. whether soul can be defined in a single unamgiguous 

formula, as is the■ case with ;animal, or whether;we ;
' must; not' 0ive a separate :fbrmuia. for each sort of .- 

it, as we do for horse, dog, man,.;god,
"Further, if what exists is not a plurality of 

. Sduls, but' & plurality % of parts of one soul , .which ■■ 
ought we to investigate first, the whole soul or < ̂:';it8';:parts%"l() : .;V'.v. ; >.!:> : t . o -.

Pi • ' ■ ; His;:;basi<3 definition'of .a- soul Is that- it is a .
: form/"hsting : life : poteritially., within; it., "The soul is 
the first grade -of - actuality of a natural body • having life 
.potentially ■,withinviti/ to described- is a body ■
which is organized,."3:2 /̂ l,f\.''.t̂ e: of/a definition will 
fit even, living p l a n t s A t  this point 'Aristotle is 
deviating: from:,the original: meaning of psyche which meant 
• "breath;",...and he is, giving to the word a meaning that is •: 
akin to nutrition,: / "The: minimal soul is the nutritive:

York: Charles
'Scribner1 s.'Sons., :192̂ )> .'p. '129, ■ ■■:'

' ■ 12ibid. i' #i#29r%ibl, :: - • ' : ' ■ '
;,',\'titbl. ' r y - ' : ; .■



for this exists in all living or. ’hesouled* 'beings— in '
. plants and: aniiriais alike»

lit is important to point diit that although Aris
totle rejected an idea of evolution, he had a belief in a . 
finely graded series of speoies or forms of life. Thus, 
plants possess only the simplest forms of soul, and this 
simplest soul. is ■ nutritive and reproductive. ̂  We are • 
starting at this basic level in the study of the soul. It 
is interesting to pointOut that the study of soul is, then,, 
not primarily the study of theology but'.of biology and ben.', i 
longs to the physical sciences;. . V - ' yy'/

There are three grades of the soul in Aristotle6 s 
heirarohy. There are the plant, .the animal, and man. The ' 
animal soul is sentient,■ and the human soul is rational 
Each of these succeeding stages-ass^
previous soul. Each of'these .three: stages is: cons tl Wited; -: 
by their specific activity which is their form or purpose. 1 

To return to pur vegetable Soul we find that if it 
is to reproduce, which is its primary function or form, 
then this assumes assimilation of food.-*-® The reason that

Aposs, op. cit,, p. 129. ' .
; ' ' ̂ Allan, op. elt., pp.: 6yf. - , -; • V: v

I6ibid., p. 66. '
" -̂ %ure, 0,' R. d ^  Afistotle - (New York: Oxford Uni

versity Press, 1932),: p. - 97p , e',-
■ l8l b i d p . 97. ; 'if . Tt'i: , f. ;i,i'
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it does this is to perpetuate itself= This is strangely
akin to the Platonic doctrine in the Symposium where the
natural end of man through eros"is immortality, and the
first stage of erotic immortality is simple reproduction,^
Aristotle says something similar'when he states that the
purpose of reproduction is that the vegetable soul '.'may

20 ■ - ■ partake in the eternal and divine,” The tendency of
the soul to reproduce so that it may be eternal is always 
on the same plane. It never ascends, as it were. "The 
most natural act is the production of another life itself, 
an animal producing an animal# a plant a plant,li2̂  In 
other words the reproduction follows its own nature. If 
it is to reproduce, it must have nutrition, and then the 
nature of the vegetable soul is characterized by reproduc
tion and nutrition. This reproduction and nutrition are 
in accord with its purpose or form, which is to partake of 
the eternal, . • „

The next step in the natural scale of Aristotle is 
the animal soul. This is the beginning of conscious life. 
In the animal there is an alternation between the nutri
tive soul and the sentient soul, When the animal is

•^Hamilton, p£, cit,, p, 90. - 
Taylor, op, cit,, p» :227»

20De Mima, 4l5blf,
21lbid,, 4l5a29f.



asleep, only the nutritive. soul, is In operation, and when 
the animal is awake, then both the■nutritive soul and. the '
■ ' • ■ ' ' - " ■ ■ ■ ■ ' : ' ' 1 ■ ' pp . ’ • ■ ■■ ' i ,r ■sentient soul are in operation- The sentient soul is 
not actual hut only potential in the embryonic animal, ̂  

The basic sense to the animal, soul . is the sense : 
of touch, It. IS the only common and indispensable' sensed 
Taste is a modification of touch. Bight is hot necessary, 
for an animal must only touch an object to know when It';, 
has come in contact with -something nutritive - Taste is ;■ 
necessary, for the animal to know food and what is good for
it from what is not food and thus bad for i t T h u s , both
touch and taste are necessary senses for an animal If it 
is-tp fulfill its basic nutritive; function. A plant does
not need these. ■ :-v ' V

. The Other senses are not necessary for existence
26 '..but for. Well-being- One might say, . then, that for Aris

totle there are an ascending series, of ■.senses 1 from the . . -
lower animals to the higher animals. These;are: . touch,

- t-. I,;,;: ■/ :' :27" ' " i:--taste, smell, hearing,.- and; sight . • ': / -

. ^Mure, hp. cit. , p. , 102 . . .. .
' ^^Allan, op. cit., p, 68

: ' . / ■ #De Anima,14l4a2f. . ■ - : ' ; ■ . ' . v  ;
. ‘ 25rosS,' 0£'. cit., p. 150. '

26Xbid., p. 1311
' g?Ibid., p. 130.; ■ ' V /-.-t.. ' ' . . : ' : .



Sense is defined as that which is capable of.: 
receiving the form, of an object without' the matter, "By 
a,"sense< is meant what has- the power of receiving into 
: itself the sensible • forms ;p! ■ things: without: the .matter..
, It is indifferent what in each■case the • subsfanee is: 
what alone matters is what quality it h a s . This is the 
old distinction between'primary and secondary qualities, 
'Sense is concerned only with secondary qualities

c.vy. ;lf - an animal is to SW^lWlit imst - have.:, tactual :: ■ 
sensation, and taste Is a type- of factual sensation* . 
Taste is a type of touch, "because it is the sense for ;; 
what is tangible and nutritious*"^ Therefore, touch and 
taste are common to all animals.- There are special 
senses in addition to the previously mentioned two senses. 
These are smelling, hearing and seeing, and theirrdistine- 
tion is that they operate.through external media. Of these 
senses. seeing is. primary, and hearing is superior when it 
comes to developing intelligence, '.Both, hearing and seeing' 
• are important for knowledge, but hearing Is most important 
for the reason that rational discourse is only possible by 
' hearing.32 ' ■ - ..y;c i' ' . / ;

'' . ' ^%e/.nnima,'- 424al8f.
29ibid., 424a22f.

' ^°Ibid., 434121. . . t
- ^4pe gensu, 436bl3« ■

32ibid., 436bl3-437al7>



. These' five senses are not unrelated. The mhity '
in. diversify-has its basis in one common sense organ which 
is the heart. ': Touch comes immediately to the heart, and 
the. special senses come through the' bibod vessels.^ • ' ■■ 
"Aristotle virtually admits the. presence of ̂ thought in all 
perspective discrimination, but he is: perfectly clear, that, 
these functions.in some form belong to sense and not to 
reason» The difference between man and the. other ani
mals is that, in man. all sense-function is rationalized. 
Sense-perception in man goes directly into thought With
out a break.^5

Desire is found in all animals, for all of them.
'"'--h ' i:: .feel hunger.and thirst. However, imagination is found 

only in the animals that are deliberative ̂  Imagination’ 
invo1ves memory, for memory cannot:exist without imaglna- 
1 tlon. The 'memory ̂ # not of the original. sensation but of 
the.imagination of the original s e n s a t i o n . ' i  
: ;. ■ ;lt is 'clear that a: great , deal of what we could

^%ure, op. cit,, p,'l6g,
/ . % b i d ., p . :ii5'v : - . hi h,: .
i • h h l b l d p. -113,. liv' ■ .. ■

;h;:. :;̂DefAhiIa;; Jlhhl2v'u
h7ibid„/434a2. .
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call thought today Is.-for Aristotle a matter of sensation) 
however* we have now reached the high plane of sensation 
or the animal soul. C?ur next step is reason* hut we must 
remember that no reason takes place without first sense- 
perceptiono Man Is unique from the rest of the animals 
in that he possesses the power of calculation and thought»
He has all of the;previously mentioned powers* but he is 
differentiated from the others by reason.^ "What dis
tinguishes man from all other living beings is mind (nous)* 
which is combined in him with the animal s o u l . S i n c e  
the animal soul is born and perishes* the animal soul has 
no immortality. The immortality of man does not come 
from his soul but, from his mind which is unoriginated and, 
imperishable,^ We may say that man has basically three 
categories) nutrition* sensation* .and thought, ■ The first 
is found in vegetables* animals* and man. The second is 
found in animals and man* and the third is found only in 
man.

Since the reason is peculiar to man it is best 
that a major portion of this chapter be spent upon reason,

59pe Memorla* 449b31,
40pe Anlma* tl5a?ff, ■
^Zeller* Eduard* Outlines of the History of Greek 

Philosophy (New York) Hareourt* Brace and Co,* 193lT* p,185,
^2Ibid,* pp. l86f,



Along with reason the special senses, especially as they 
contribute to what is commonly called, thought, must be 
studied, for Aristotle recognised that these higher senses 
were.differently managed in, the rational animal.

' Aristotle distinguishes, a: two-fold nous, the active 
.and passive reason. The passive reason is the blank -
tablet on which is written the sense impressions.^ xt is
this - passive reason that decays and passes away at death.^
Mind must have the same distinction which we saw earlier
in the soul, the distinction between form and matter.

"Since in every class of things, as in nature as 
a whole, we- find two factors involved, (l) a matter 
which is potentially all the particulars included 
in the class, (2) a cause which is productive in the 
sense■ that it makes them all ( the latter standing to 
the former, as e.g. an art to its material), these 
distinct elements must be found within the soul."47

The: passive reason is that Which is molded by the
active reason. The active reason does not create out of
nothing. It works on the material given to it, and it
makes.the potential into the actual.^ While the passive ■
reason rises and passes away with the body, the active

^Ross, op. clt., pp. 142 and 148.
^Zeller, op. cit., p. 187«
^Allan, op. cit., p. 80,
^De Anima, 498b27ff.
^7ibid., 430al0“l4»
^Ross, op. cit., p. 149 =



reason is.eter#al» :, "Min# in this sense of it is.separ
able ̂ impassible, unmixedy since it is in its essential 
.nature activity (for always the active is snpefior to 
the passive factor>: •the originating force to the matter --
':whlchylt ' f o r m s - ' : f :: : ’>■■■■ ' ' ''O'■ .  , . '

:V Mheh mini; is set free from its present condi- 
: . - tio'ns it. Appears as . just what'it is and nothing 
,. • more: this ;alone is immortal and eternal (we do
' not5 however,remember; its former activity be- '

\ cause, while mind in this sense is impassible,
' mind as passive is destructible), and without it • - 

nothing thinks«. !,5Q < . ■ :
It would not take much to see that Aristotle is not talk^
ing about immortality in either, the sense Of the Bible of
fiato. i .Y;-,/;,:: ŷ y,;"y ..y: ' v

. ’ "Thus the immortality of mind or reason is not a 
,.personal immprtallty of:separate men, , but a share 
in God8s immortality«; It dbes not appear that;Arls- 

Y totie believed in personal immortality, in the sense 
v-'y ■ in:>whioh it was'baught by flato and afterwards

ChristianityY 'He 'believed' only that, in so far as 
men. are:= rational, they::partake of the: divine, which 

' is immortal."51
The active reason is actuality, .It iSYnot molded

but rather it molds the passive reason and leaves an -im-
prlht. upon the ./passive reason. The molded passive reason
is; theYpldce'. of the - memory,: and,:'-.therefore, memory does -

^%e: Anlmay : 430al7-19« 
50ibid., i|.30a22̂ |5Y;: :



V  v . . : . ■ : ;' • . • 52 ■ ' ■ ■ ' ,■■■: .not survive death. This means that the passive reason 
: is.somehow connected with the sentient soul while the 
active reason is, not. ;, , He ,:.e vldentlV: - thinksof the: pas-4 , 
Sive reason as being, .like. Sense.' and' imagination^ an - '...

; integral part of the soul which is, the actuality of a '
; particular body and cannot survive it."55 ' ;

If there are to be two typesof mind or reason*
■ -then there': must also be twô  types lof; knowledge,. ' She one I.

type of knowledge is received through;the senses and is
worked upon by the ■ active reason. . -however,, this implies 

'1 that 'there:is an intuitive knowledge already existing in 
' the',actualized active reason.5..' The active reason already 
knows when the passive reason' only knows potentially * 55 
The active reason would know intuitively-, because it is' 
divine. ■: This ;knowledge' of the active reason receives no 
impression from the sense but exists outside of date and 

; circumstance. It 'is impassible. If this is the case,
•" then it is properly the study of metaphysics and. not hat- : 
ural science. The function of the active reason is ' ;

- apparently to see the •similarities', that exist in the

' ̂ % e  Anima, 4o8b24-29.
. .̂ RosS.,; dpi cit., .p. 151.' i y , ; ' , ' : ’
^Allan/ op. cit., p. 80.

■ : ̂ Rbss,, op. cit. / p.': 151^: - • it ' ■ - ' .  .-I 
S&Ibld., p. 152. : •ii.-'i'̂ y ,



riiemdz’yof r tbe- -pas:slve reason, and thus the actite reason ■ 
orders■experience which is made available.through'the 
passiveireasoh, - i ■: ; i ̂ ' •: ..e i • / P.;

; The real crux of the-problem, of man is that of 
the^relationship of reason to the higher 'senses, memory, : 
and imagination, •' > '■. i . :,;
': i; ’ The- faetdr. that distinguishes the) lower animals .1 
from the higher animals is the capacity of memory. "By 
■ nature-animals are bOrn with the faculty of sensation, . 
and from sensation memory is produced in some.of them,. 
though not in others,/ ■ And therefore the former are'more/ 
intelligent - and apt -, at learning than those which canhot. 
remember,.Man la further- distinguished from the .higher 
animals in that he can organise his memory, as was stated 
.above. However, this means that the higher'animals must 
have something.lihe passive- reason if they are to have a 
memory. Thus the unique thing'.about'man' is not■only,his . 
reason,but also his Voluntary recollection.^
-• - In 'order to - adequately deal with imagination some 

reference must be made to the sensus communis. It is the 
nature of all of the five senses. "We must think of sense

M̂etaphysics, 980b27-98lal.
58Ibid,, 980a28~980bl,

; 59(jriffin,' . A, K>> Aristotle is Psychology of Conduct 
(hondont.Williams and;Norgate Ltd., 1991), p. 21,



as a single facuity whloh,discharges certain functions in 
virtue of Sts- generis -nature tut- for: certain purposes; 'spec
ifies .itsOSf .into: five senses 'and creates, for itself organs 
adapted to their special ..functions - " It is by this 
unspeelalized sense that we are able to:-appreciate con
junctions of common' qualities» Also, when the sense : .
organs are not being used, the -sensings and imaginings 
still exist* - In Other; words;we. are always aware that we 
see.even, when we are not seeing. The sehsus communis' 
has the capacity, of judgment,. for in receiving various 
sensations it forms them into a whole.This capacity 
for judgment Is usually a. function of the mind; however,
•in Aristotle it is placed in the animal soul« It is impor
tant to point out that self-consciousness does not appear 
in' the sub-human animals but only in man., ; Nevertheless i. 
this is still bound-ftp with the'animal 'soul of man, - :

It would appear that the mind.alters the sensus, 
communis. in man f rom, that, of the rest of animals, The . , 
significant difference Is that man Is self-conscious o f , 
his,senses when not being used, and the sub-human animals -

l- ' 60ROSS, ' Op, Clt, , p, l4Q« ' i
6lDe; Anima,. 425a23-26,. ' - V ; v
62Ibld,, . MgblB^ab.: : ,  : ", ■: •.: , ' ;
^%ure, o £ ,  p i t ,, llOff, ' . ’

. •. • ibid,, p. 112 - . ;: - : '



■are', not. There is an ascending quality to the sensus 
communis which is to be thought of in terms of a higher 
'development with man at,, the top of the'- scale, f ■ oo-.;' '

; The same can be said for imagination„. In the 
lower animals■ there, is a vague sensual imagination. Imag
ination is akinto the sensus communis in that it makes 
judgment possible. Aristotle.says.that simpleiperq,option 
Is Infallible5 but the.combination of various perceptions ■ 
is•liable to error.̂  .It is,■then, the function of the 
Imagination to'make judgments, but this function Is of a 
higher .order than that, found, in the sensus communis. . ■ 
"Whereas Sensus Communis discriminates only between sensa 
and is universally present in the animal world, 
is -' the power of . distinguishing' be tween an appearance as 
such and a sensum, and not all animals possess it.”̂ ° Imag
ination is not found In the .lower animals but only in the 
higher animals, : ,<■ t::- : . <■

Memory is yet a-higher rung on this shale which ' 
starts with sensus 'communis and goes' through imagination - 
to memory. Memory seems to be deliberate imagination. .
."Memory, he' adds, is impossible: without an Image. It is -

f-SS Anima, 428b25^%8li 
b^Mure, 0£. cit., p. ..ll̂ .■■.■: 

i, op. cit,, p. '21,



therefore & function of that part of the soul to which'
■ Imagination belongs» But it "is; not ;the, present image., 
tut the past eyeht that is remembered," ■ As was stated
before it is here that the passive reason which retains 
the impressions comes ini "The■process.of movement in
volved in the act of perception Stamps in, as it were, a 
sort of impression of the percept, lust as persons do who 
make an impression with a seal. We have already found 
out that the active reason is immortal and the passive 
reason mortalj therefore, as the memory ends at death so 
does the passive reason, The•impression must be made upon 
something' if it is. to be remembered, and the only thing", 
/thereVis von which to make an,impression is the passive . a 
:reason«V V: ' V.; . : : - '• . V-: ■ V"; .

The next step in the scale involves recollection. 
Recollection is not simply the appearance of past images.
It is the recalling of.these images from the sub-conscious 
Where they have', teen. forgotten. ̂  ;i' Recollection involves a 
Voluntary act of ihference, and it works on the principles

‘ ' ; , ■ ■ ■ . - " Vof association. V ' '

t  ; :.V;
' " 69De Memoria, 450a30-450bl.. V / V 1 : : :

/ I  ''': 70Rosŝ : op.olt,:, :p.;.i44V ■ y ; ; : " V : : ■ ' ; ;: ;V/.v; yv.v;:V
: ; : ^%ure, op. cit., p. 120. ; ' -



We have already discussed passive and aefclve 
■ reason. Passive; reason is connected with these functions 
that have just toeen .discussed^ and active reason is' from - ' 
the outside and; not' a part of the animal soul,- The impres
sion of all this is that-Aristotle wants to conceive of 
man as a unity or totality. Imagination is the only way 
hy which reason can have association with■the lower mental 
faculties, but the price is that imagination is liable to 
error. Direct intuition is the only knowledge that is 
certain,■and. this is the,function of the active reason.
When the active reason,comes in contact with the sentient 
animal and the lower mental faculties, certainty is gone 
and only probability is l e f t ' ■ ■

This indicates that finally man is hot a unity, 
for-the highest part of man is separable„ Aristotle 
builds a magnificent system of a gradual scale from nutri
tion up to recblleetioh in order to present man as a whole. 
"Where.-Aristotle offers us a scale of faculties (special 
sense, common sense, imagination, reason),, Plato simply ', , 
opposes the mind to the senses, and treats the latter as 
an ingenious mechanical device. Aristotle opposes the 
division of man into parts. t , , V'
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’'The problem/at once presents itaelfy in what 

sense we are to speak of the parts of the soul, or 
how many should we. distinguish» For in a sense 
there is an infinity of parts: it is not enough to
distinguish, with some thinkers, the calculative, ' 
the passionate, and the desideratiye, oh with others 

V the 'rational and the irrational..”74, , j i
; : "it is absurd to break up the' last-mentioned ■ ■
faculty (appetitive)i as these thinkers do, for 
wish is to he found in the calculative part and 
desire and passion in the irrational| and if the 

' soul is-tripartite .appetite will he found in all
a three.parts. "75 . V: ■ '

Maile Aristotle criticizes Plato for dividing
man, he finally does it with the active reason. If the
active reason is functioning, it will.affect the'whole o'
man, ̂ for if man is a unity, nothing :cah: flhally he ah- :

. Straoted., , Pv.y.h.t '-t- ' - ; : - -
however, Aristotle1 a criticism of Plato leads us

to a further consideration, and this is the place of.
desire In man. Desire is one of the causes of movement

. along with imagination. .
"These two at all events appear to he sources of 

- movement: . appetite and mind (if one may venture to 
, , regard imagination as a kind of thinkingi for many 

men follow their imaginations contrary to knowledge, 
and in all animals.other than man there is no think-, 

,..v:ing::'or calculatIon.vbut /Only Imagination) .f p o ' y . v.-’:
The Other cause.of movement besides that of desire is what

7% e  ;Anlma,t 432a24-2 7.
75ihid.;,V 4ggh5-7»;
T^Ihid . , 433a9-15. ■: 4
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might be called practical thought.77 Therefore, it appears
that' movement i§ what might be called the will,,and the
. will is prompted:;by' desire and practical, thought. - v:
I n ' "To . sum up,, then, and repeat, -what Tr'have said, : . 

inasmuch as an animal is.capable of appetite it is 
capable of self-movement} it is hot capable of appe
tite without possessing imagination^ and all imag- 
inatioh is either (l) caleulative- or (2) sensitive.
In"the latter all animals, and not only.man, par- 

\. takei "78 : . ; ’ •
. Aristotle makes the strong point that movement

never takes place just by virtue of the mind. The mind .
must work with the desire to produce movement. "As it. is,.
mind is never found producing movement without appetite ."79
• However, the appetite- can-run counter to the mind. ..Since
mind is always right and imagination and appetite may be
wrong, . the:, moyement: originated, by appetite may only be
apparent good.- . There are, then,. two types of desire.
There is the wish"or rational desire, and this desire is
good. It desires the. good because it is based not only
upon desire but, also upon mind. 'The second type of,desire
is,appetite or irrational desire. : This type; de sires: only..."

77ROSS, op, cit., p. 14-5»
6' ■ 78Pe Anlma, 439027-11. ■ ;; . V; ' - I'-. /
: 79roid,, 4goa2^. „ : ;, '  ' ' ; .

' . :.6Qibld ,̂;:423a29,; : 4, 7 . 7
, > • ; 77' 8libld,,7'433u27. , ■ -• ; ; ■ ■ 7 r'-. :,.'7 . ■ : ■ 7



'the apparent gooA:, \ preBeht ' ; ■ ;:
v/; ../pleasure,, and pain are closely related to desire =.

Where there Is sensation, there is also pleasure and 
pain, and/:where these, necessarily also d e s i r e , A l l  
actions;are initiated by desire and pleasures, and pains• 
are hound up with the activities» "Pleasure and pain 
must be the feeling tone which accompanies the conversion 
of desire into action," . "Pain institutes the flight from'/ 
the present activity and pleasure intensifies the achie#- 
ment of a fresh activity,

Plato set the appetite against reason, and Aris.̂  
totle realized that they were Inevitably interwoven.
Beason, if it is to-be efficacious, must have•the agency 
of desire . At this point it would seem that Aristotle, is 
nearer to the, synthetic approach - of: the Bible. Man is to 
be conceived as a whole and not different parts striving 
'against each other. There is one significant difference, 
and this: is: Aristotle * 8 view of' the, mind, . ' ' -

The mind is the thing that performs the great act 
of discovering laws and forming general ideas. In other 
words, it synthesizes our experience.®^ When the mind

1 ®2Boss, op. cit . , p. 145.
- i  /v _ / ®3pe Anlma,' 4l5b25. ■

' ffldrlffln, op, . cit.,/p. 57, ; -
. : 85Allan, op. cit., p. 79= :
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works with the imagination, it Is fallible, but when the 
mind receives by its nature direct intuition, then it is 
not f a l l i b l e I t  is the funetion of the mind to actu
alize the vegetable and animal s o u l s T h e  actual mind 
or reason is. separable from the rest,, of man, but whether 
it has any independent existence after the separation ’' . 
.from the soul is'a matter of .question. The highest-;
f aculty in man, '.which . Is: the divine - element: in man, is 
reason, and its essential nature is contemplative #

; We have seen the • close ' relationship of - passive 
reason to imagination,- and- imagination seems to exist to ’ 
help thought, Reason receives from imagination forms 
. that are Intelligible'The active reason is a pure 
substance^ and it is identical; in all men. Because of 

: this,, the .mind receives direct intuition, for: the mind is 
:divino.^ "it seems, from these pdssages, that individu
ality- -what distlngulshes one man from another--is eon- 
'' nested with the body and the irrational soul, while the

.' 8%k>ss, o£. oit. ) ph. Ihff. . ; h ''
^̂ Grote,. George, Aristotle (London: John Murray,' 

v 187a)e To, 11, ;p»:: 222h':'- , ■ .';
. i;. o -1 ,.Lilian, op, oit,,.p. 83. . ; ■. - . ,
' S ^ E t h i c a  N i c o m a c h e a ,  1177a7-l8. ' ' . ' ,
.. 9%ure, op. hit.:,, .pf 167, :



rational 'soul of Is ■divine: and impersonal "The
irrational' separates us,- the;rational:'unites. usv "92

. - In a - sense Aristotle * s mdnism: breaks down in man, 
for in, order to protect the rational and make it free, he 
had to finally isolate it from the rest of man. The rea
son is immortal, but it is an impersonal immortality.■

; Aristotle is closely akin,to the Bible in hisrattempt to 
treat man as a whole. ; However,, the unique .thing, about 
man■was apparently his reason, and in order to keep man 
unique this reason.finally'had. to'be treated as something 
separable. ; Plato is dietlhctly'ndn-blbllcal when■he 
divides" man infq two or three parts, and yet he is akin 
to the Bible in a personal immortality. The similarity, 

"-bf.. Aristotle and -Plafb. is that they consider man -unique ' - 
. because he is rational.. ‘ Aristotle, is faced with an 
eplstemological problem, the relationship, between; the ani
mal soul and reason. .He crosses the gap with the passive' 
-reason and Imaglhatlon,/but the active reason is still : 
separate and eternal. The Bible conceives man in totality, 
and his immortality is a.resurrected totality. It is not, 
an immortality .of the soul or the reason. . It is a resur- 

' rection of the body or total personality. Plato and Aris
totle make.immortal only parts of man. The Bible makes



titoorta.1: the whole man^ and jet Aristotlef s attempt and • 
achievement of the whole: man is impressive» . Aristotle1 s . ; 
use of the word.psyche seems much closer to the New Tes
tament usage of the.word than does Plato *s» Nous was to : 
Aristotle what psyche was to Plato. /

■ There yet remains one topic with which we must 
deal, and'this is his earlier vtreatment of man in the , f ■ 
Eudemus. ,'It was a book of consolation, and adopts Platons.. 
doctrine of the Phaedo on the pretexisfence and transmi- 
gratlon of the soul. T̂his, was a much earlier work, and 
the De Anima, represents his mature' thought on the subject. 
Therefore, I. think that we can dismiss this doctrine.in the 
Eudemus as being germane to this discussion of Aristotle* s 
view of > the- soul and "mind. '

./ in relationship’: to the f reedom of the will in f 
Aristotle, I think that his. treatment of desire, rational 
.and' 1rrational, is:particularly good. Man without his 
rational faculties being:strong:.is subject merely to the 
apparent good. It is only when his rational faculties ;
are strong that man becomes truly free to choose what is 
: : ' V /.I' '' f r " : ir ' . ^ !truly good. Sis connection of freedom with truth and
reason is very,gratifying.

: v Jaegers we'rner, , Aristotle, trans. by Richard. 
Robinson (Oxfordt at the Clarendon Press, 193^)y pV 40« %
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Bertrand Russell,saysj "The metaphysics of 
Plotinus begins with a Holy Trinity: The One, Spirit and
Soul. These three are not equal>' like the Persons of the 
Christian Trinity| the-One is supreme,: Spirit comes next, 
and the Soul is l a s t . I n  order to understand Plotinus8 
doctrine of the soul it must be set in the context of its 
relationship with his other" metaphysical ideal. Nothing 
can be known of the One» The One cannot even be named. 
"Oertainly this Absolute is none of the things of which 
it;: is the source--its nature is, not what can be affirmed 
of.itu-nqt existence, not/essence, not ilfe^-since.it is . 
That which transcends, all these." "Once.you have uttered 
’The Good,8 add no further thought: by any addition, and
in proportion to that addition, you Introduce a deficiency. 
Plotinus seeks to explain the universe through a unity, but 
the human mind is unable to understand the unity.^ If a 
person cannot understand it or talk about ib> it might be 
best,to leave, itvthere.. .V:k ’ ■

i • : iRusseli, op. clt., p. 288. ;
' 2Enneads, 111, 8, 10.

\ '̂ Ibid.y ill, 8, 10. ' . . / v \
^piatorius, P. V., Plotinus and'Neoplatonism

(Cambridge: Bowes and Bowes, 1952), p. 5.



:• ' ; If the One■ is: the source of everything, then 
Plotinus has the problem ot showing how the One is the '
source of multiplicity, and this is done through Nous« .
"The standpoint of Plotinus is perfectly clear, and per
fectly in accord with.Ideailstlc thought. The temporal is 
immanent in' the efefnal« There is no clear line ,, of demar-. 
cation between the Absolute and the Pa r t i c u l a r I t  is 
with this Inteliectuai-Principle that we begin to have • 
plurality and multiplicity.

W.TiBtace correctly estimates the situation when 
'.he "writess . ; - f ;;'.i : ■■, . ; f-v ; .  .

"There grew up a tendency to exalt the conception 
of God so' high above the world, to widen so greatly : 
the gulf which divides them, that it was felt that 

. there could.be no community between the two, that.
God could hot act upon matter, nor matter upon God. 
Such interaction would contaminate the purity of the 
Absolute. "7 V. Sh.;

There was needed an intermediary between the Absolute and
the world, and this intermediary was the Logos. Stace .
claims that this idea is not really Greek but rather has .
"the characteristic ring of Asiatic pseudo-philosophy,"^

Slbid., p. 26.
%acKenna, Stephen, "Bibliography and Explanatory 

Matter", Enneads of Plotinus (Boston; Charles T, Branford 
Co., n.d.), Vol. I, p. 119o
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The legieai ahs'ard.lty of the inability to pass

from God to the morid was solved by mystical intuition«
This problem "was solved, by the poetic metaphor of God;or
the Absolute; " o v e r f l o w i n g • ; ;
• "The One1 like the Good, must spend itself, must

pour from itself its essence till every possible form 
. and degree of existence was actualized. Just, then,

as light pours from the sun, so being emanates from 
the One. But the moment that the effulgence of 

, • being has separated itself from its source it becomes
other than, different from, and less than the One."9'

The Absolute then produces, the Intellectual-Principle.-^
- ' Plotinus describes this emanation in these terms;

"It must be a eircum radlation»-produced from the 
: Supreme but from the Supreme unaltering--and may be
■ compared to the brilliant light encircling the sun

and ceaselessly generated from that unchanging sub-■ .-Stance:;1'!!:..;. : :V .v " ;, ;. ■ , I;-; :,
y l " A t  the. same' time, the offspring is always .minor;,.: 
: what then are we to think of the All-Perfect but
■ . that it can produce nothing less than the very great

est that is later than itself» This greatest, -later 
than the divine.unity, must be the Divine Mind, and 

. it must be the second of all existence, for it is
that which sees The One on which alone it leans while 

1 , the First, has - no need whatever of it. "12. : ,
What this means is that there is a sort of reverse process
in the emanation. The, second returns to. the first, . but

. / '■ - ^Fuller, B. A. G,, and McMurrin, S, M,, A History
of Philosophy (New York; Henry Holt and Co., 1955)s Vol. I, 
pp.~3iif,

i0Whittaker, Thomas, The Neo-Platonists (Cambridge; 
at the University Press, 1928)", p. 55»
■ ^tgnneads, if, 1, 6. -/1 1 /.

. 12lbid,, If,; 1, 6. . \ - , . : \
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contrary to the Original overflow, the second cannot 
reach .the first. It can only reflect It and lean upon it*
:- ' Dean Inge thinks that the word Spirit is the best
Eng 11 sh word for this Intellectual‘-Principle»' It is incor
poreal, tlmeless, Invislhle,. and supremely real,-5-̂  This . 
Intellectuat~Prihaiple. is; ”a . single,, unified system. of the 
..many Forms that constitute the Intelligible structure of • 
the universe."7̂  The Intellectual-Principle eternally 
contemplates the One, .put it .is .inferior, because to con
template or to know means that it is not self-sufficient5 
"As it Gomes into . existence,- all other beings must be ,. 
simultaneously engendered— all the beauty of Ideas, all 
the Qodi of-the Intellectual realm.n̂ 0

As the Inte11ec tua1-PrincIp1e dverf1ows from the 
One, the;Soul overflows from the Intellectual-Principle« : 
’’Ihus Plato khows the order of generation— from the Good, 
the Intellectual-Principle; from the intellectual-Principle 
thevSoul, "̂-7. . v v' Ill-p : : ; :V.: v .; . I

', ^%nge, R,, ' ihe Philosophy of Plotinus (London: 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1929], Vol. II, pT B̂Tp*^*

;;; ̂ Puller and McMurrin, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 314.
.' I t S g a t s , Joseph, ihe Philosophy of Plotinus (New :
■ Yorki AppletontCentury. ■Grofts, inc., i950)> P« xix.
p --. I ' l^#meads,' V, ^  ' :p: ■ : ; -- : ■ v
htvv-T'-. - 7 : "v ' / . i ; ; ; t;';'



’■Tile next level of reality ' is constituted fey the 
soul which proceeds from the'Intelligence ahdhas 
the cosmological function to animate and administer 
the sense world in accordance with the patterns of 
the Intelligible world. Within the realm of the 
soul'the;chief distinction is’feetween the world 
soul which governs the entire body of the world and 
. the individual souls which rule the particular .;

. bodie S . "IB:!;:; h : ;V
: The soul in turn is the creator of the material

world} ' and. matter has no independent reality, ̂9 , Plotinus 
sayst "let every soul recall, then, at the outset the 
truth that the soul is the author of all living things, 
that it has breathed life into them all, whatever is nour
ished, fey earth 'and sea^ ail the creatures of the air, the 
divine stars in the - shy * "̂ 0 ;. The material world has. , no : 
eternity to it, but the soul does.̂  All the material 
world including minerals is thought of by Plotinus in .bio-
logical t e r m s M a t t e r  is considered by Plotinus to fee

■■ V 23:.' 'the ground. of all .plurality, and hence evil, -
The In.te 1 lectual-Principle is opposed to distinc

tion and partition^ but the soUl. which is without distinc
tion and partition, still becomes divided. When it divides,

^Katz, op. cit»,p, xix,
,' ̂ SRussell, op. cit., p. 292,
• 20Enneads, V, 1, 2.
21lfeid., V, 1, 2.
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it enters the body<.2̂ ' "Thus the gist of the matter is 
established; one soul the source of all; those, others, ' 
as ̂ 6-: toary founded ̂ in that dhe> are,, on/the analogy of the 
Intellectual-Princlple, at once divided and undivided» 
There are . three types of sduls . The highest type which ", 
has never broken away from the All-Soul is looking toward; 
the inteilectual-Principle,the other two are concerned 
with a lower,level, the one with the Intellectual and the 
other akin to animal: life. :: ■' -

"The souls whose uendency is exercised within the 
. • Supreme have the greater, power; immune .in that pure
/ - seat they create securely; for the' greater power •

. : takes the least hurt from the material. within which
it operates; and this power remains enduringly 

- • attached to the over-world: • it creates, therefore,
. self gathered, and the created things gather around
" ' -'it;' the other souls, on the. contrary, themselves go 

■ forth; that can mean only that they have deserted 
towards, the abyss; a main phase, in them is drawn- v 
downward and pulls them with it in the desire towards 
the lower*"27

The higher soul longs and is directed toward the 
One while; the ■ lower' souls become entangled wifh the body 
.and' are directed downward *

"Reason tells us that the body as, itself too, a ■ ' 
composite, cannot for ever hold together; and our. 
senses show us its breaking up, wearing out, the
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. victim of destructive agents of many kindsj, each of > 
its constituents going its own.way, one part working 
against another, perverting, wrecking,- and this 
especially when the material masses are no longer presided over by the reconciling soul. "28

The soul,hecomes imprisoned in the body by its • 
desire to create. The.soul returning to the Intellectual-: 
Principle contemplates the inward realm of essence and 
desires to produce something like it that can be seen by • 
looking dutward rather than inward.^ If the soul remains 
in the Intellectual-Principle, then if is immune, but if 
it seeks to produce in the.lower sphere, then the soul
becomes a prisoner. It has fallen; it is at the chains .. . , __ . : 1 , " 
debarred from expressing itself now through its intellec
tual' phase, it operates•through.sensej.it is a captivep 
this is the. burial, the encavernment, of the Soul. "1°
It Is Ironic that the soul from.noble motives should be 
imprisoned, "All degerneratldn is noddoubt Involuntary, 
yet when it has been brought about by an inherent ten
dency, that submission to the inferior may be described 
as the penalty of an a c t T h i s  is the descent of the 
soui. : . , - , . . . , y

' 28Ibid., II,. .7, U.. y 
: 29pnssell,;:Op. oif v,. p. . 293»
•̂ Enneads, IT, 8, 4.
%Ibid., IT,* 8, 5« . •-*
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. Since the body is composite, it must have a prin
ciple of. unity, for life is not simply: a-- fusion: of life-: • 
less m a t t e r O f  course, this principle of unity is the 
soul * _ ' "The sovran principle , the authentic man, will he, 
as Form to this, Flatter or as agent to this Instrument, and 
thus,; whatever that relation be, the soul is the man.11 53 
fhe soul in relationship- to the body is in every part of 
the bodyjhoweyhri this does not make the soul divisible. h . 
The soul is indivisible, because It exists in a not spa-,
• tial w o r l d . T h e  categories of quantity andextension '
. do not apply to. souls because they are spiritual. Dean 
■. Inge gives a- good account of this divisibility.and indi- 
v: visibility of the Soul. ; h- . . .

■ "The true account is to say that Spirit subsists 
in itself without descending into the bodyj that from 

■ It proceed the Universal Soul and the individual 
souls, which exist together up to a certain point, 
and form, one Soul in so far as'they do not belong to 
any particular being. But though on their higher 
sides they are united, they presently diverge, as 
the light divides itself among the Various habita- 
tions of men, while still remaining one and indi
visible. The Universal Soul remains ip its heavenly ' 
abodej our souls, though not cut off from the higher 
world, - have to seek the places assigned to them in 
this world."35 ' • ■

^^Pistorius, op. cit. ,x p. 82. . 
^%nneads> I?, 7, 1.
^ ’Whittaker, op. oft., pp. 44f. 
^Xnge, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 213.
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®he 'body thms makes the illusory divisions in the 

soul, but the 'soul is not really divided„ It is only 
apparently divided, and the appearance of division is the 
result of the body» ,nThe bodies are separate, and tin ideal 
form which'enters them.is:corresppndingly sundered.while, 
still, it is present as one whole, in each of its severed 
parts, since amid that multiplicity in which complete Indi
viduality has entailed complete partition, thefe is a per
manent identity»!r'?° Thus the soul is divisible and . ;
indivisiblei,Its principle of unity is the Worid-Soul, 
and the principle of multiplicity Is the particular body, 

ihe relationship of the soul to the body is unique. 
It is in the body but not,of it. As we have seen before, 
the soul generates the body as a habitatlon for itself, 
"Since go forth lt; must, it will generate a place for it
self, "57 This is simply a continuation of the doctrine of 
emanation. The spul is present in the body, but it remains 
pure from all admixture and is always true to itself.̂  By 
the creativity of the soul it begets its own prison. "The 
Soul while on earth is, after - all living :.in-;the: midst: 
of its enemies, and it is often its own worst enemy." .59^.

: ̂ Enneads>-: W, :2, i vf : - '
: . % b i d ., IV, 9« ' '■ 'ft:'' --

^Inge, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 218. .
' 39lbid.,. ¥olr. I, p. 255. ■;



"Individual Soulsn as if desiring; a more independent life 
tiian the blessed community of the' spiritual worlds sepa
rate themselves partially from this close intercommunion^ 
and; animate particular b o d i e s ■■ ■

The material world is the bottom of the pyramid# ■ 
It--Is the farthest from the One . The white light of the 
One is split into many cplorsy.and ih the material world 
these -colorstare faded3^ Matter is- non-etlstence^ and ' '-
yet this.non-existence has a certain amount of existence.■ ; 
It .is privation and stands in opposition to the Intellectual- 
Principle., ,!By-Its .absolute want of all. form, that is, V 
of all proper being, matter is at the.opposite extreme. to 
things intelligible, - and is .in Its own -nature ugly and 
- evill'^9: Matter Is evil because of its negative character. 
It•Is,utterly destitute of anything.:. Therefore, matter- is 
non-being35'... "In a word, when- we ball; latter eyilpwe are - 
right only if we mean'that It - is-not amenable to modifica
tion by the Goodj- but that means simply that' It is; subject 
to .no modification whatever., , -.

40lbid,, Vol-. I,'-p. ,
3-lpuiler and Mcl&irrln, ■op, clt,, Volf I., p. 317»
- ̂ Snneads, II, 4, 16, ' - :  -

/: ^^Whittaker, op. pit., p, 68.
,, ’ ' ̂ ^Enneads, II,. 4, '16, ;-/ ' ';



The bo.dy receives its: unity through the soul, as - 
we have,. seen," and the soul Ts .throughout - all the. "body- 
Each organ Is: fitted with a special function, and these ■' 
special,functions, are. related to the brain which is the 
central/ organ.. However, the real unity of the body is ..
■ ; ’ ; , • ' ; ... : 1 ' ' ' '■ ' . h/I i ;• ' .■ f - ; • . ■ , ; ■ ■
hot the "brain but the 'soul - ' : . ■

. , • . hike .Aristotle,. Plotinus'; finds the lowest phase ' 
of the soul in the- vegetative ■ rnahifestatlon« The vege- ̂' 
tative' sdul of the plant Is the same principle that is 
hound in han- It is the .principle of growth, and it is ' . ; 
not, uniquely human. ' 'hn this, .sense,, then, * existence,* ..
couid becalled/the lowest and primary manifestatien of 
soul-;•Apart from any activity of the human soul, the
bare existence of the body, even without the principle of '
.; : ' . V ; , ■■■ ; -: . ; '
growth,'is a manifestation, of soul-" Since matter is :
non-existence, anything which 'exists,; such as.; simple 
vegetation, must, be a manifestation of the soul. . ;'

.The next step.in the ladder is ' sensation. Sensa
tion implies that this knowledge:Is not the self-knowledge 
of thie lnteliectuil»Pninciple' but■ depends upon - stimulation 
from. some'. other entity-. "A .first principle is ' that , the : 
knowing, of sensible objects, is an' act of the soul, ’ or of •

// ■ , ^̂ Whlttakef,. op->c l t pp- A5f -. ; ' ,



the living oonj* olnfc 5 be coming. aware of the quality of 
certain corporeal entities and appropriating the ideas

* ' iiQ _ ■■■ ' ; \ - -present in them." - - Self-knowledge vis Intellection^ but 
■this knowledge is perception.^ Perception is'not simply 
passive reception.of stimulation, for it Involves the 
direction and control of the sense organs. “This out
wardly directed activity would not be necessary if the 
object simply left its impression on the s o u l . P e r 
ception is teleological, and its aim is Utility.^

Memory cannot belong to the spiritual world ■ 
because it is Involved in time. Memory is 'about the ; 
past,.and the Inte11ectual^Principle is eternal"Souls 
that descend, souls that change their state--these, then, 
may be said to have memory; which deals with what has 
come and gone"55 The souls that have not descended have 
’ho yesterday,1 ho, last year. The soul, when it is en- - 
gaged in 'true, contemplation, does not remember. anything.e 
Memory is not a part of the highest estate of the s o u l . ^5

' ^Bnneads, Iv, 4, ,23.  ̂ •, ■ -
'.v : 49pistorius, 0£. bit., p. 103»

^Whittaker, opu clt., p. 46. ■■::
; Siplstorius, op. cit., p. 103. .

; • 5%nge, op. clt., Vol. I, p. 226.
- -̂̂ Snneads, - IT, 4, 6.

.1 , ' 54inid, IV, 4, 7. 1 ■
: -y.;. 55pnge, op..' clt.., Tol. 1, p.' 228. . , ;
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• " Pain is a result of the ensoulment of the body.
In its unmixed state the soul has no pain, but as a result
of tbe soul1s being,in the body it is.no longer unmixed»
■ Body and soul form, a temporary unity.80

"Pain is our ; perception,:of a - body,despoiled, ' ;̂ ; 
deprived of the image- of the soulj pleasure is our 

, , percepfion'of:the living frame in which the image of
, . . ' the Soul: is brought back to harmonious bodily oper

ation. .The painful experience takes place in' that 
living'framej but the perception gf it belongs to 
the sensitive phase of the soul, ' .

The feeling of pnin or pleasure belongs to the body# but 
the perception of the feeling belongs.to the soul,88 ■ .

Error, too, is a result of the ensoulment of the 
body. The rational power in its own estate is unmixed, 
but in the body it becomes weak.89 "still, the right rea
son of that highest is'weaker by being given over to in
habit this mingled mass."8° Reason is not the highest ■ 
faculty of the soul, but it is definitely higher than 
desire» The■reason; controls the desires in the higher . 
person, .It is- the base person that is subject simply t'O' .
. his d e s i r e s , • ' ' - : . ' .

• ' bbpistorius, op, olt,, p, 109, ‘ . ' ,
STEnneads, IV, 19, ' . ...f. ' :
:88%ittaker, op, cit,, p, 50., ' -

- ' 8%bld,., p, '51- 1,1' ’ ' ' / i'. : ;■
80gnneads, IV', 4, lf,i' 

v.';: . v 8lpj_gtorius, op, c i t p, 110,



. Through his perception and memory man is self-
conscious,- Man is aware of his perceptions# and he can
organize:his perceptions through the.reason"that is in
him because of: his' soul . Through his reason man is .. •
always interested in intellection# and this reason is
intuitive. Finally# all self-eonsciousness and memory
are .detrimental to the higher faculties' of the soul# or
to the higher soul, , '" .

Tin any case the more urgent the intention 
towards the Supreme#'the more extensive will be 
the soul$s forgetfulness» unless, indeed# when the ,

. ' entire .living has# even here# been such that memory .
has nothing but the noblest- to deal with: in this 

v; world itself# all is best when'human interests have 
been held aloof#* so# therefore# it must be with the 
memory of them. In this sense we may .truly say 
that the good soul is the forgetful„"63
w The highest phase, of subjective life is intellec

tual self-knowledge# but this is not the highest possible 
life. In the highest possible life even thought disappears 
In the center of the mind there is the supreme unity, which 
is beyond self-knowledge,^ , . i .

i#ien the soul enters, the /body#- it. becomes, captive, 
to all the pains and pleasures of the body. These serve . 
as a. detriment;to its intellectual ■attainments:. The soul

^gEnneads# IT# 3# 30,
^%bld ,# - IV# #̂ : 32. '

■ ^Whittaker# op. cit.# "p. 53*
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in Its pui’e state is unrnixecl, and in this pure state it 
is,free from all the base mass that is the body. Man 
becomes free only by conquering the pains and pleasures 
through intellect. Ihis can only "be completely done when 
the soul is free of the body. While the soul is in the . 
bOdyy. the soul can best control the body through its seek
ing or return to theSupreme. '

Man11 s redemption and his; freedoin consist in the 
return striving for the source of .his emanation. The soul 
is the source of unification of the multiplicity of the 
body; however,, even the soul has lost some of its unity by 
being in the body. Therefores its salvation consists in 
returning to the general soul. Byen the general soul is 
short of complete unity and seeks to return to the logos, 
and the Logos in turn seeks the One.^3 v

Plurality and multiplicity to Plotinus are the 1 
ground of evil. Since matter is,plural, then matter is 
the cause of,e v i l , T h e  soul is. basically a unity; and 
therefore, the aim of life is to escape the multiplicity 
of the world, This means that true knowledge.does not 
come from without but from within. Intuitive introspection

% Ibid., p. 54. ^
Bnneads, V, 5, 2 , . : , 

^^Staoe, op, cit., p» 575*



is-, the source of truth, Intuitive introspection is a 
seeking of the Supreme'* It is not a rational process 
but a mystical: state = : 1, ■ ; \ ..

$he'obje'ct of life is to flee' from the material 
world of the senses« : .1 ' . %

. 'nThe first step in this process of liberation is 
;katharsiSj 8 purification^ the freeing of - oneself • 
from the ..dominibn of the body and. the senses». .»
The second step is thought, .reason, and philosophy. 
In the third stage the soul rises above thought to 
'Van intuition of the Nous. But all these are merely 
preparatoryvfor the supreme and.final stage of exal
tation into the Absolute.One, by means of trance, 
rapture, and ecstasy."67• . .

• have.seen ' that: Plotinus thinks of the ; soul in
three different' phases.. There is the' vegetative, the :
rational, and the intuitive phase. • The vegetative phase
survives death, but it does not survive as a part of the
individual. , : . . •

"It does not disappear, neither is it accepted as 
: an indispensable' concomitant of the higher phase of 
• the soul., it simply becomes the •vegetative power 
of some other' entity. It is immortal, but because 

' it clings not to the Individual but to the body, it 
' V •has nothing to do with the immortality of the human

being."68 ' ; ;
As we have seen, the rational soul in the body ' 

involves memory., Memory is eSBentlal-.; to: personality.; :lf 
there is. ho memory,.there is no ego. Plotinus •expressly

67Ibid., p. :376. 
^Pistorius, op. cit., p.
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states that intellection is timeless, and in pure intel
lection there is no such' thing, as memory« ’’There can be 
no memory in the intellectual world, not merely of earthly 
things but none whatever: all is presence There3 for
nothing passes away, there; is no change from old to new." ̂  . 
The soul: lives f orever, hut the ego' ceases to be * This 
is not personal immortality in the usual sense of the term* 
Plotinus makes this idea quite clear* He says; There 
will not even be memory of the personality; not thought 
that the contemplator is the self— Socrates, for example—  
pn that it is Intellect or Soul,”7° This is akin to the 
case where a drop of water returns to the ocean from 
whence it originally came* The drop.is immersed in the 
ocean and ceases to be a drop but becomes the ocean* The 
Soul in its absolute contemplation of God becomes God.^ 
•The soul "has become one- simultaneous existence with the
. Supreme.:"T2 ' : 1 . : ; . -

toien the body;perishes, the reasonable phase of 
the soul perishes also, for the reasonable phase of the 
soul involves memory* At death the; reasonable soul either

' ' .%nneads, 4, 1* '  ̂ ' '; . . / i t
r ; .  ;: . ; - V ;  ' . : ’ - " r  ; ;  ' : ;:

’:.71pistorius> op* cit., p. 96* ' ■



perishes or Is taken up. Into the Intuitive soul. 75
' , The matter of reincarnation is ambiguous in.- :
Plotinus. ' ."

"It is plain, I thinkj that Plotinus does not 
. ta.ke the doctrine of reincarnation very seriously, . 
7. 1: :.as scientific ' truth. He is Inconsistent. Some - 

times; he speaks of a purgatory for disembodied 
Sdulsi sometimes the bad. (as we have' seen) are 
reborn in lower animalSj, and sometimes retribution 
in kind falls upon them in their next life as human 
beings . "7% - 7 : . V \  7 . 7' ' ,

If the soul:returns to eternal contemplation# then one
might, ask why it :returns, Pistorius thinks that there
■is ambiguity at this point# and he also says that the
.evidence seems to weigh; in favor of no relnesrnatlon,75

In summation we might say that the soul belongs
to a general■ soul.of which the third hypostasis is the
source* Because of this all souls are' immortal* At
death the soul returns to this general soul. Personality
ends .with death because memory.and self-consciousness end
with death. There may be some doubt about reincarnation#
but the soul is definitely pre-existent before birth.

• Thus we see that among the three Greek philoso
phers we have studied# Plato alohe believes in personal:

75piStorius# op. cit.# p. 9*7»
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iiwortallt^ ,,' M i  three agree .%Wt immortal is bound 
up' in the divinity of the soul or the nous.  ̂The basic - 
disagreemen'fc of the Greek philosophers with the biblical 
writers: is that'the immortality of the soul rests upon 
the divinity of the soul» The three hold to an inherent 
iwnortality' while the biblical writers hold to a condi--. , 
tional. immortality. All' three Greek .philosophers - hold 
that immortality is' connected with the shedding of the 
appetites, desires, and wishes of the body; the biblical 
writers hold to a resurrection of the total personality.



, v; ; : GOMCLmiOHS '
" Although :Som.@: comparisons have been drawn tiuripg’ 

the course of the thesis,, it: might be well to summarize 
the salient points of each chapter and,to draw more com
prehensive comparisons. - . . : v ' -1 '3

Qace:’ factor - that stands out; before we' begin-this 
summary is the different type of thought that: we•see 
between'the biblical writers and Plato, Aristotle, and 
Plotinus»/ The.mental activity.of the biblical writers is 
predominantiy synthetic. They did not see man in parts / 
but in totality, Jand’when they did;mention’the.parts, it 
was by.way of reference to the -whole. ■ On the other hand. 
Greek philosophical thought 'tendedv to .be more analytical. 
Plato through his doctrine of Forms attempts to analyze 
reality'''.lnto various' 'entities. Aristotle with his empha- . 
sis upon inductive reasoning,: his syllogisms, and.his : 
■doctrine of the' ten ■categories is/seen to be a' part of .
’ this same analytical tradition. ...Plotinus, retains some- ;
: . :'"J- V V. V : : ■ » ■■ vl;.. ' ■■ ... ■...:. . ' .'3 '■ h • ■ '■thing of.. Plato l;s - theory of Forms,in his Nous.

r Along:.wltĥ  %  difference of synthetic and ana-.
lytical thought is the'difference between the abstractions

^Johnson,■ op." clt.p p. 7- 
: ■’Stacey op.' clt., p.
flbidi, p.::,575 <-' ' . ■



of the Greeks as over against the concrete thought of the 
: Blhie»' In the Bible God Is the Father„ He is hot the- 
AhsoIUte One., nor the. D.eminrge, nor the. Prime-Mover. ,It 
has ipeen reported to -me In eonvenshfion with f ellow min- " 
iisters, that'when; Joseph Haroutunian, a; professor of the- 
■ ology at McCormick Theological Seminary,: heard Paul : :i : 
Tillich refer to God as the Ground of Existence, he ,■ ; '
immediately■rose with the affirmation that God was. not 
the Grownd of Existence' hut the God and Father of our .
.lord Jesus Christ.t Professor:Haroutunian was obviously, 
inyeighing;against abstraction in facor.of concrete, bib- 
licaT i ^  i : ' , ' .v ., ; ... .

Because of this difference the method of treat- 
. ment in, the ̂ chapter on the Bible' was different.' The - 
.approach was to take,; words that .were applied to man and 
< trace them through the Bible in order to get a picture of :'
. the nature and destiny of man. . ■ ■ : : t ' /

; The plcture/ of man that we yget in the Bible, is 
. •that man is first of all a part of the created order, and 
; his uniqueness in the created order is his peculiar rela
tionship with God.^ Man is an essential unity. He is 
not : a soul Incarnate in U fleshly body but rather.: an \

^Johnston, o£>, • cit., p. 234.
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animated b o d y ’ Man is not Inherently .dignified nor - 
immortal. His immortality is conditional upon his fela* -’ 
itionship with God.. If by the grace of God man is given 
immortality, this immortality Is not the. continuance of 
a soul: but the resurrection of the total personality (or 
what is called the resurrection of the body). Generally 
the various words that are used for man indicate;differ
ent aspects of the whole person. Kuach and pneuma are used
to stress his uniqueness through his spiritual relationship 
with God, '-Basar and sarx are used to stress rnan?s weak
ness and solidarity with the created order»7 Nephesh and
' ■■■ V." Y  . " ‘ , ; " •, ” , ■' ■ - g
psyche are used to point to the animating principle of man.
In the New Testament the word soma is used to designate
. ■ %  ■ . ' ■ ■ q : . \ : ■ ' ■ - . "■ ,the total personality» ■ ; .

In Plato we have what might be called two general
tendencies. In the Phaedo. there is a radical separation
of the soul from the' bodyY0' Evil rests in the body, and
Virtue- is to be'found in the soul. Hie soul is inherently

■ V , ; 5R0binson* H, Wheeler, Inspiration and Revelation. 
in the Old’ Testament, .pp. 69f, ;- o y - . ■

Johnston, op, cit,, p
^Smith, op. cit., pp.

. 8Owen, op. cit,j. Pt 
%obinson, J, A. op, cit,, p, 28.
10 ■■ '■ " : Y ' i ^Hackforths Plato8 s Phaedo, p. 12.
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Immortal'because'it is d i v i n e I t s  uniqueness is 
derived from its rational- character^2 In the other 
dialogues ; we" have' ..the picture of a tripartite division 
of the personality^ a M  the. highest part of the personal
ity is the rational part* It is Only this part, that is 
finally immOrtal» ^ In. either the dualism:of the Phaedo 
or the tripartite division of the personality In the 
other dialogues we have a picture of man that does not 
present an essential unity. There is always strife and 
conflict within the personality’that has a metaphysieal 
basis.. ' i-

This is in radical opposition to the biblical 
view of man that holds him to a unity. The moral issue ' 
in the Bible does not revolve around the intellect over 
against the passiops but in the intellectual and the pas- 
sions (or the total man) in alienation from God and the 
rest of mankind as a result of his alienation from God. 
The Bible does not conceive the uniqueness of man to be 
essentially in,his intellect but in his relationship with 
God, The self-consciousness and intellect of man are not

■^GrubeV op. cit., p. 127. - '
T%iaokforth> op. cit.# p.: 11V 
^^Cornford, Plato ̂s, Cosmo logy j p. 292.



essential /l3ut;\denlvatî e« Man5 s imnontallty ' is: not/depend- - 
ent npon.his inherent divinity but upon the grace of God,

• V: In ./teistotle there is a singular attempt to achieve 
a unified view of man5 and in this sense Aristotle- is far 
more biblical than Plato = However̂ , Aristotle is finally 
faced with the same intellectual problem that confronted 
Plato» The active reason is the only part of man that is 
Immortal, and the immortality of the active reason is 
impersonal-,*1'̂ The immortality of the soul in;.Plato; is./ 
persdnal^ but the active :reason" in: Aristotle; is finally- /-i, 
impersonalo At this point Plato, is more akin to the 
'Bible /than Aristotle • Aris to tier's massive attempt to 
.picture man/as a unity breaks down because he is faced 
with the epistemological problem,/ Since it is the reason 
that sets man off from the rest of the vegetative and ani
mal worlds then this' part of man must be unique» In spite 
of his attempt to, picture man as a; unity# Aristotle fin
ally makes man into a metaphysical duality, / This is in 
radical distinction frpm,■■ the ■ Bible," .- / /'h : / : - ' ■ : .'/

Plotinus gives a view of man that/is more akin to 
the Phaedo than' any other work/used In this thesis., . The -. • . 
body is evil, and the soul to be free, from this evil must
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return to the world-soul,^ This is its salvation» It 
is an introspective ascetic!siflo Of all the views given 
in the thesis Plotinus is by far the most removed from 
the biblical idea. In the Bible sarx or basar in.the 
sense of physical flesh are never thought of as Intrinsi
cally evil « They may-be significant in that they are the 
source of man’s limitations and weakness, but not evil.
.Again in Plotinus there is an impersonal immortality 
which is opposed to the biblical view. . The moral problem 
In the Bible is solved not by fleeing the world into 
introspection but by re-orienting the entire personality. 
Sarx and basar can be used for good or ill, depending 
upon the orientation, of the personality. As in the other 
two Greek philosophers, Plotinus holds to a doctrine of 
inherent immortality as opposed to the biblical view of 
conditional immortality.

One might say in conclusion that there is little 
if any correspondence between the Greek thought and the 
biblical thought about man. i'The Biblical ideas are in 
themselves essentially different and remain in uneasy 
alliance with the Greek partners that are forced upon 
them."1^

■^Stace, og_» cit., p. 376. 
"**̂ Owen, op. cit., p. 44.
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